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What makes a home liveable? 
At VOX we believe that we feel best 
in interiors that we have decided on 
ourselves. They fully meet our needs 
and give us a sense of freedom. 
You don’t have to follow defined 
trends to create a beautiful interior.
It is enough to be attentive to what 
serves us. VOX solutions are the 
result of observing how we live today 
and how we want to live. Our day-
to-day aim is to inspire, advise and 
provide complex, tailor-made interior 
solutions: from flooring, doors
and wall systems to furniture and 
decorative articles.
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THEY DESIGN 
FOR US
How do we create interiors that perfectly suit 
our needs? By reaching for well-designed 
solutions that will follow the changes in our 
lives. In collaboration with well-known Polish 
designers, we are constantly looking for 
innovations so that everyone can arrange a 
comfortable home that fosters a sense of 
freedom.

KRYSTIAN KOWALSKI OLGIERD JASKULSKI

NATALIA POLAKOWSKA

Krystian Kowalski was born in Warsaw
in a family of artists Graduate of the Design 
Product department at the Royal College of 
Art in London and the Faculty of Design at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. Founder of 
KKID studio specialising in furniture, space and 
brand design.The designs have been awarded 
in the German Design Award, IF design award, 
Good Design Award, Must Have, among others.

A man of good designs. Graduate of School of 
Form, he started working with the VOX brand 
already during his studies. Today he specialises 
in door design. He says that although this area 
seems undemanding it is in fact a creative 
challenge. He adds that doors deserve more 
attention - this approach has resulted in the 
extremely fresh designs of Nordia, Silgo, Rimo, 
Fresto and the latest Fina Collection.

Industrial and graphic design designer. She graduated from the Władysław Strzemiński Academy of 
Fine Arts in Łódź. Holder of a scholarship from the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage. Most 
often, his work combines design with technological issues of plastic production. She is a designer of 
façade and wall systems. She adheres to the principle that the designer must listen to the needs of 
the clients, designing not only according to trends but also to the utility.

MARTA KRUPIŃSKA

Product and graphic designer, Graduate of the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Poznan in designing
product and industrial form design (Poznań, 
2006). What does Marta Krupińska think about 
while designing? About everything that is most 
important to us at VOX. About functionality, 
simplicity, ergonomics, precision, aesthetics, 
versatility. And above all, about people. This 
kind of approach always produces good 
results, such as the Simple, Young Users 
Collection or the Creative system.

WIKTORIA LENART

The world appreciates her! The graduate 
of the Academy of Fine Arts in Wrocław 
received one of Europe’s most important 
design awards for the Spot bunk bed 
designed for VOX, IF Design Award.
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TABANDA: MEGI, FILIP I TOMEK

Three is already a band, or more precisely the Tabanda studio, which designed the Nature 
collection. Megi, Filip and Tomek create furniture based on complementary contrasts and non-
obvious juxtapositions. They infuse modern geometric forms with nature-inspired motifs. In 2016, 
the Nature table won the Must Have quality mark, and in 2017 the entire Nature collection was 
awarded the Design of the Year.

DOMINIKA DREZNER-ILCZUK

As time passes or the family grows, many 
unforeseen items appear that require space
for storage. Often, in order to store these 
items, we consider changing the furniture 
or reorganising the space. Based on these 
observations, the designer created Into - 
furniture that adapts to the changes in our 
lives.

GRYNASZ STUDIO

Grynasz Studio, founded by Marta Niemywska-Grynasz and Dawid Grynasz, is a multidisciplinary 
design team specialising in furniture, product design and supporting companies in creating design 
strategies. Awarded and recognised on several occasions in design competitions. Experimenting 
with new materials and technologies, he is eager to draw on Polish craftsmanship and tradition. 
Grynasz Studio’s designs could be seen at many Polish and international exhibitions including Milan 
Design Week, Maison Object, London Design Fair, Warsaw Home and Tokyo Design Week.

KATSIARYNA BIRUKOVA

Katsiaryna Birukova is a furniture designer and 
3D artist of Belarusian origin. She graduated 
in furniture design from the University of 
Arts in Poznań. She is also a graduate of the 
Education and Design Programme Workshop. 
She has been working with the VOX brand 
since 2020. Her furniture designs could be 
seen at WARSAW HOME in Warsaw, Arena 
Design in Poznań and the Łódź Design Festival.
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JOANNA LECIEJEWSKA

Joanna Leciejewska is a designer in the fields of industrial design, packaging design and graphic 
design. Other key areas of her work include lighting and furniture design. She has received awards 
such as: Red Dot Award, Must Have, TOP DESIGN award, Dobry Wzór, Philips EKODESIGN award In 
2013, she won the title of Designer of the Year awarded by the Institute of Industrial Design. Piort 
Kuchciński - architect and designer, graduate of the IAPP studies at the Poznań University of 
Technology, which he completed with honours. His portfolio includes many implementations of 
office, residential and upholstered furniture. It works with the largest Polish furniture manufacturers 
placing emphasis on a high level of design. Furniture by Piotr Kuchcinski has appeared at numerous 
exhibitions at home and abroad. He has won many prestigious awards, including the Red Dot Design 
Award.

PIOTR KUCHCIŃSKI

NIKODEM SZPUNAR 

Nikodem Szpunar is a designer and visual 
artist, a graduate of design at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Warsaw and the National College of 
Art and Design in Dublin. He designs furniture 
and interior furnishings for both industrial 
production and as well as those created in 
short, original series. Nikodem Szpunar is 
the winner of competitions such as Dobry 
Wzór, International Furniture Design Award 
(Asahikawa), Make me! or Must Have.

BOGUSZ JAGIEŁŁO

Bogusz Jagiełło is a designer specialising in 
product design, product communication and 
design strategy. Born in Poland, he graduated 
from the University of Fine Arts in Poznan, 
where he earned a master’s degree in 
industrial design engineering. Additionally he 
studied at Crawford College of Art & Design, 
where he honed his skills in ceramics, glass 
and textiles.

ŁUKASZ STAWARSKI
BARTŁOMIEJ PAWLAK

What two talented heads make for more than one great project. Łukasz and Bartłomiej are a 
design duo working together at the Pawlak & Stawarski studio since 2014. They differ a lot in the 
way they work, but have one thing in common - they are both outstandingly talented. They design 
furniture, lamps, ceramics and even medical devices. And they collect awards along the way. For 
VOX, they designed the Stige and Nest children’s collections.
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WE HAVE THOUGHT OF EVERYTHING.
VOX INTERIOR DESIGNING

FURNITURE
IN YOUR STYLE

INSPIRATIONS 
AND TIPS
A successful arrangement requires a good 
determination of individual tastes and needs. 
In our catalogues and on vox.pl you will find a 
variety of interiors that can become
inspiration for your own dream home.

We know that your home is a place where 
you want to feel comfortable and at ease 
- that’s why many of our collections can be 
personalised and adapted to your needs, using 
the online configurators or with the help of 
expert advisors in our showrooms.

VOXBOX: DESIGN, COST ESTIMATE 
AND VISUALISATION

SHOWROOMS
THROUGHOUT POLAND

With the free VOXBOX programme, you can 
plan all your changes, big and small: an entire 
bedroom or a wall in the hallway. You can 
create the design yourself at home or in the 
showroom with the support of a professional 
advisor. To dispel any doubts, you can put 
on your VR goggles and take a virtual walk 
through your future interior.

We have designed interior decoration with VOX 
to be entirely online. However, if you prefer to 
touch the fabric, see the colour and texture, 
and talk to a specialist - in our showrooms 
you will find displays and fabric libraries that 
will reassure you in making the best possible 
purchase.

LIST OF VOX SHOWROOMS
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VIRTUAL 
GALLERIES -
AN UNLIMITED 
SOURCE OF 
INSPIRATION

In our showrooms you will see 
everything and even more! Virtual 
galleries allow you to see complete 
collections in a variety of colours.
Just put on your VR goggles and 
take a walk to see what furniture 
suits you the best. You will also see 
arrangements of various rooms, which 
will suggest interesting solutions
and inspire you to furnish your own 
home.

Furniture: Simple, 4 You Fresh, Spot, Creative, 

Nature, 4 You 

Walls: Soform upholstered panels, Kerradeco wall 

system, Linerio panels

Floors: Skandinavien floorboard

190 m2

Dining Rooms

Furniture: Simple Collection

Door: Noma, Uppsala, Fresto, Supri

Walls: Kerradeco wall system, Linerio panels, Soform 

upholstered panels

Floors: Skandinavien floorboard

220 m2

Simple Collection
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We design our furniture to be with 
you for years to come. Among the 
new collections you will find both 
modular systems, the layout of which 
you can change at any time, as well as 
timeless designs that you can enjoy 
for years to come.

NEWS
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OMM 
COLLECTION

It is in the bedroom that we start 
and end each day. It is therefore 
important that this space infuses 
good energy and brings serenity.
Every detail of OMM will help you take 
care of your well-being. Furniture of 
this collection consists of calm forms 
with curved shapes, subtle wood grain 
and warm colours. Here you will find 
inner harmony.
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Our best-selling collection
in a new colour and functional design. 
Now you can choose not only pure 
white, but also a warming sandy 
beige with oak accents. And there is 
furniture like never before!

4 YOU FRESH
COLLECTION
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INTO SYSTEM

Into is a modular system that can 
be freely composed vertically or 
horizontally. The layout itself can 
be changed at any time without 
having to replace the entire piece of 
furniture. All you need to do is add the 
right module or box.
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TODOS 
COLLECTION

The Todos collection consists of 
comfortable and functional sofas, 
corner sofas, armchairs and pouffes 
ready to meet your aesthetic 
needs. Choose from hundreds of 
configurations of cushions, armrests, 
feet and fabrics.
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HUNDREDS OF CONFIGURATION 
OPTIONS
Beauty has more than one name, which is why you can define it in many ways in the Todos 
collection. One is the combination of button cushions, straight armrests and a light fabric. Beautiful, 
isn’t it? Cushions, armrests, feet and fabrics - a choice for the whole family. Several hundred 
combinations for all and for every individual. Just choose.
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CREATIVE 
CABINETS

The Cabinet provides the perfect place to display and highlight important and valuable items, while 
ensuring that they are protected from dust and accidental damage. Thanks to the possibilities of 
the Creative system, you will precisely define the appearance and functionality of the entire piece of 
furniture, selecting solutions according to your own needs.
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ISLA
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE DESK

The ISLA desk with electric height adjustment will keep you comfortable for long hours so that you 
can perform your duties effectively without worrying about a healthy back. Thanks to the touch 
panel, you can easily adjust the level of the worktop so that you can sit or stand comfortably.
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OMM COLLECTION NEW The gentle, rounded edges of the OMM collection furniture will make your bedroom 
comfortable, safe and calming. The organic shapes allude to the forms
we find in nature and help to create an atmosphere of deep relaxation.
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OMM COLLECTION
FEATURES

Furniture with wooden elements 
is a choice for years to come. Oak, 
rounded and ergonomic handles 
are pleasing to the touch, while the 
solid rounded legs give OMM a light 
and unique character. These sublime 
details will bring harmony and much 
gentleness to your interior.
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OMM beds will take care of your comfort, both when reading
and getting ready for rest, as well as during sleep. The sloping, curved 
headrest is ergonomic and by adding a soft cushion in a natural or 
contrasting colour, you will create an arrangement with the character 
of your choice.

Backrest pillow  for 
a bed with a wide 
headboard
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If you want to keep your OMM in a smaller
space, choose a bed with a straight 
headboard or a non-headboard option.

Backrest pillow for a bed 
with a straight headboard
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The subtle OMM dressing table can be the perfect alternative to a desk.
The small size of this piece of furniture means that it will even find its way into a small 
bedroom. An opening mirror will help with getting ready in the morning. While working, 
you can close them and focus on the tasks at hand.
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Order and good organisation of space is the first step to achieving 
harmony. That’s why we’ve designed OMM wardrobes, chests of drawers 

and even beds to best fulfil their roles and equipped them
with your favourite functions.
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4-DOOR WARDROBE
s188/g66,5/w224 cm*

SINGLE SHELVING UNIT
s51/g42,5/w185,5 cm*

THEATRE MIRROR
s99,5/50,5/g2,5/4,5/w56 cm

BED WITHOUT HEADBOARD
160x200 cm, 140x200 cm, 
120x200 cm, 90x200 cm

* Height of furniture given without feet. Adding the feet will increase the height by 14 cm. Adding protective feet will increase the height by 1.5 cm.

2-DOOR WARDROBE
s97/g66,5/w185,5 cm*

1-DOOR WARDROBE
s51/g66,5/w185,5 cm*

BEDSIDE TABLE
WITH 2 DRAWERS
s49,5/g42/w40 cm

BED WITH STRAIGHT HEADBOARD
160x200 cm, 140x200 cm, 
120x200 cm, 90x200 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE WITH 
1 DRAWER
s49,5/g42/w40 cm

BED WITH WIDE HEADBOARD
160x200 cm, 140x200 cm, 120x200 cm

NARROW HANGING SHELF
s60/g22/w22,5 cm

WIDE HANGING SHELF
s94/g22/w22,5 cm

CHEST OF DRAWERS
s94,5/g49/w91 cm*

DRESSING TABLE
120/g50/w75 cm

OMM COLLECTION

light oak light oak

CORPUS/FRONT
Colour options available:

HANDLES
Colour options available:
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4 YOU FRESH COLLECTION You won’t find so many clever functions in any other collection. You will use
them from the bedroom through to the dining room and the youth room. Each of 

the 4 You Fresh furniture pieces is well thought out down to the smallest detail 
and allows you to make the most of your home’s space.

NEW
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4 YOU FRESH 
COLLECTION 
FEATURES

The colour base of the entire collection 
is a sandy beige. You can create a 
monochromatic combination or add 
colour boxes to individual pieces to give 
the furniture any desired atmosphere. 
By choosing one of two handle variants, 
you will also determine the final 
character of your 4 You Fresh.
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DINING ROOM
THE HEART OF THE HOUSE

This table will be the star of any kitchen or dining room. Place flowers, herbs or cutlery in the 
functional recess in the worktop or arrange it in yet another way. Drawers and recesses under the 
worktop will hide a laptop when work is done or children’s games and artistic creations.

The beautifully arranged dining room 
will make your daily meals feel like in the 
best restaurant. The cabinets allow you to 
display your favourite crockery, and in the 
evening their soft light will bring a soothing 
atmosphere to the interior.
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Pięknie zaaranżowana jadalnia sprawi, że codzienne posiłki będą jak w najlepszej restauracji. 
Witryny pozwolą Ci wyeksponować ulubioną zastawę, a wieczorem ich delikatne światło 
wprowadzi do wnętrza kojącą atmosferę.
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BED Almost the whole home world can fit in this 
extraordinary bed. You’ll always have your favourite 
books close at hand, the baldachin will bring a soothing 
atmosphere and on the side ladder you’ll hang a 
flowerbed or clothes for the next day. And in the 
evening you roll out the screen and your dream home 
cinema is ready.

SHELVES
The 4 You Fresh bed is fitted with a number of open 
shelves that are very spacious. They are found both on 
the shelf connected to the headrest and in the frame,
which provides great design potential.

HEADREST
The original bed headrest in the form of a bookcase 
allows for any arrangement and personalisation of this
place in the bedroom. You can create your own home 
library on it, place framed memorable photos or pots 
full of dangling green vines. There is also an additional 
lockable container in the headrest. A soft cushion can 
be added to its flap for a comfortable backrest.

BOXES
To personalise the look of the shelves and make it easier 
to keep them tidy, you can fill them with practical 
boxes, which are available separately in different sizes 
and colours.
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DRESSING TABLE
With the 4 You Fresh dressing table, you can 
easily arrange a practical beauty corner. This 
subtle piece of furniture delights not only with 
its form, but also with its functionality. Thanks to 
its small dimensions, it will fit in any bedroom or 
dressing room. A wide, capacious drawer and a 
set of organisers with compartments will help to 
organise all accessories.

ORGANISERS
On the dressing table top there are functional 
organisers - two low and one high. With these you can 
conveniently organise your cosmetics and accessories. 
To keep the worktop even more tidy, the low utensils 
can be hidden inside a drawer. Organisers are
complete with furniture.

DRAWER
The dressing table has a wide drawer so that all 
organisers are within easy reach. High-quality guides 
ensure that the drawer is comfortable to use and that it 
operates quietly and smoothly.

SIDES AND REAR PANEL
Slightly raised, in relation to the worktop, the sides and 
back panel of the furniture ensure that small cosmetics 
and accessories do not slip off the worktop.

MIRROR
Other furniture from the 4 You Fresh collection will also 
work well for arranging a comfortable beauty corner. A 
mirror with illumination and additional shelves can be 
hung just above the dressing table.
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WARDROBE
ACCORDION FOLDING DOORS
The sliding wardrobe doors fold down like an accordion. 
This ensures that all clothes and accessories are always 
close at hand. A soft-closing system is fitted to the door.

DIMENSIONS
The wardrobe comes in a choice of two heights: 206 cm 
and 241 cm. The higher variant means one more shelf 
(5 instead of 4) on the right-hand side, as well as an 
additional shelf above the drawers and a straightening 
system for the middle door.

DRAWERS
Three roomy smooth-running drawers
with a soft-closing system are the ideal place for 
underwear or fashion accessories. It’s worth putting
them in practical organisers that make it easier to keep 
them tidy.

HANDLES
Comfortable access to the contents of the wardrobe is 
ensured by minimalist handles. There are two options to 
choose from: metal in the colour of the furniture or oak.

SIDE SHELVING UNITS
The 4-door wardrobe side shelving unit from the 4 You 
Fresh collection is an easy way to increase the amount 
of storage space for your belongings. What you can’t fit 
in the wardrobe, you can easily place on the spacious 
shelves of the furniture. The shelving unit can function 
as the side of a wardrobe or as a stand-alone piece of 
furniture - simply attach it to the wall. It is available in 
two options. Smaller of them with a height of 206 cm 
has 5 shelves, while the one with a height of 240 cm is 
equipped with 6 shelves.

WOODEN RECESS
The recess of the bookcase in oak creates an 
interesting, gentle contrast with the beige corpus. It not 
only decorates the furniture, but also optically changes 
its dimensions.The nature-inspired décor can also be a 
great background for displaying a collection of plants.

The 4-door wardrobe, part of the 4 You 
Fresh collection, has been designed to make 
wardrobe organisation as easy as possible.
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YOUTH
ROOM

The compact 4 You Fresh desk will fit into any space, even small and uncluttered one. The furniture 
creates an ergonomic area for working or studying and has a smart storage system that allows for 
perfect organisation of items. It will be perfect for the world of the teenager and will keep him or her 
on track as they enter their adolescence.

SIDE SHELVING UNIT
The right side of the desk contains a practical shelving 
unit. Four open shelves allow books and work items to be 
conveniently organised.

DRAWER
Underneath the desk there is a spacious and ergonomic 
drawer so that all important accessories
are always at hand. The drawer is equipped with
with durable glides with a silent closing system, which 
allow it to be used comfortably.
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TABLE 200X100
w200/d100/h76 cm

TWO-SIDED LOW SHELVING 
UNIT
w168/d40,5/h71 cm

LOW CHEST OF 
DRAWERS
w120/d42,5/h70 cm

TABLE 100X100
w100/dg100/h76 cm 

DRAWER
w51/d36/h8 cm

FOLDING TABLE
w140/180/220/d100/h76 cm

4-DOOR WARDROBE
w180/d57/h206 cm
w180/gd57/h241 cm

CORNER WARDROBE
w105/d103,4/56,7/h206

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w100/d57/h206 cm

1-DOOR WARDROBE
w57,5/d57/h206 cm

WIDE CHEST OF DRAWERS
w187/d42,5/h70 cm

WIDE BENCH
w170/d36/h46 cm

NARROW BENCH
w95/d36/h46 cm

CHAIR BENT
w45/d50/h85 cm

CHAIR CLOSER
w45/d56/h82 cm

SIDE SHELVING UNIT
w57/d22/h206 cm
w57/d22/h241 cm

WIDE SHELVING UNIT
w92/d40,5/h206 cm

NARROW SHELVING UNIT
w54/d40,5/h206 cm

WIDE CABINET
w70/d42,5/h206 cm

NARROW CABINET
w40/d42,5/h206 cm

DOUBLE-SIDED TALL 
SHELVING   
w168/d40,5/h206 cm

4 YOU FRESH COLLECTION

sandy beige 
sandy beige / oak

sandy beige / oak

CORPUS/FRONT
Colour options available:

HANDLES
Colour options available: Create your space as you wish.

For inspiration and practical solutions
look for it on vox.pl

DOUBLE BED WITH BALDACHIN AND 
SHELVING UNIT
w168/l238/h70 cm

COFFEE TABLE
w66,5/d66,5/h43,5 cm

2-COLOUR COFFEE TABLE
w66,5/d66,5/h4,5 cm

NARROW TV CABINET
w130/d42,5/h36 cm

WIDE TV CABINET
w187/d42,5/h36 cm

BED BOX
w51/d15/h31,5 cm

DESK 140
w142/d63,5/h79 cm

DESK 120
w120/d50/h75 cm

CHEST OF DRAWERS
w75/d42,5/h127,5 cm

LARGE 
BOX
w31,5/d41/h31,5 cm

SMALL 
BOX
w31,5/d41/h16 cm

SINGLE BED WITH BALDACHIN         
w97,5/l208/h207,5 cm

DRAWER
w198/l93/h28,5 cm

DOWN BED
w198/l87/h25,5 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE         
w40,5/d42,5/h56,5 cm

DRESSING TABLE
w100/d50/h83,6/h79,6 cm

HANGING MIRROR
w50/d6/h50cm 

STANDING MIRROR
w49,5/d10/h159,5 cm

BEDS
w107/l204,5/h80,5 cm
w136,5/l204,5/h80,5 cm 
w156,5/l204,5/h80,5 cm
w176,5/l204,5/h80,5 cm

LONG SHELF
w80,5/d27/h44 cm

SMALL HANGING 
SHELF
w20/d15/h51 cm

CROSS SHELF
w65/d25/h54 cm
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INTO SYSTEM NEW The easy-to-assemble modules can be expanded both upwards,
as well as sideways, creating any combination. Hovering slightly above the ground, 

Into furniture will highlight or discreetly hide elements of your home world. Two 
types of colourful boxes will help you organise your beloved

collections of magazines or vinyl records.
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INTO FEATURES
Use a basic cabinet to build your own Into furniture. Combine it with a set of feet and other 
modules according to your own ideas - it can be part of a bookcase, TV cabinet or chest of drawers. 
The closed section will allow you to organise various small items, while the open section will allow 
you to display your favourite items. The Into cabinets can be freely assembled according to your 
needs: side by side or stacked on top of each other to obtain a piece of furniture with up to 4 levels.

SMALL BOX 
CAVA BEIGE

LARGE BOX 
CAVA BEIGE

SMALL BOX OAK

CABINET WITH FEET

LARGE BOX 
OAK

SMALL BOX 
POWDER PINK

LARGE BOX 
POWDER PINK
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SAMPLE 
CONFIGURATIONS

DOUBLE CHEST OF DRAWERS

DOUBLE TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS

DOUBLE TV CABINET
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INTO SUITED 
TO INTERIOR

Into colour palette with with a set 
of large and small boxes makes it 
possible to create furniture perfectly 
suited to our interior. Today a four-
level shelving unit, tomorrow two 
chests of drawers - change the layout 
of your Into at any time.
The slide-in boxes can also be pulled 
out and arranged elsewhere at any 
time.
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TV CABINET WITH BOXES
w121/d43,5/h54 cm

DOUBLE TV CABINET WITH BOXES
w242/d43,5/h54 cm

SHELVING UNIT WITH BOXES
w121/d43,5/h175,5 cm

DOUBLE SHELVING UNIT WITH BOXES
w242/d43,5/h175,5 cm

CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH BOXES
w121/d43,5/h94,5 cm

DOUBLE CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH BOXES
w242/d43,5/h94,5 cm

TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH BOXES
w121/d43,5/h135 cm

DOUBLE TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH BOXES
w242/d43,5/h135 cm

SHELVING UNIT
w121/d43,5/h175,5 cm

CHEST OF DRAWERS
w121/d43,5/h94,5 cm

TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS
w121/d43,5/h135 cm

CABINET
w121/d43,5/h40,5 cm

LARGE BOX
w29/d42/h37,5 cm

SMALL BOX
w14,5/d42/h37,5 cm

SET OF FEET
w6,5/d6,5/h13,5 cm

INTO COLLECTION

grey beige cava-beige / powder pink / oak

CORPUS/FRONT
Colour options

BOXES
Colour options available: Create your space as you wish.

For inspiration and practical solutions
look for on vox.pl
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CREATIVE SYSTEM Following the changing world and various lifestyles of our clients, we have designed a new furniture 
system that grants almost unlimited possibilities of configuration. Thanks to this system, 

you will create exactly the kind of furniture you need. A rich colour palette, various types of legs and 
handles - we have thought it all through so that you can arrange your dream interior.
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W 2021 r. system Creative otrzymał 

nagrodę, która jest znakiem jakości 

dla najlepszych wdrożeń pochodzących 

od polskich projektantów i producentów.

HOW TO CREATE 
YOUR DREAM 
FURNITURE 
WITH CREATIVE

11 body and front colours, 12 types 
of handles including a push-to-
open option, 12 types of legs.
This wide palette of choices will 
allow you to create furniture 
perfectly fitted to your needs. You 
can create from scratch or use 
our ready-made compositions 
and change just some elements 
such as the colours. Feel free to 
experiment. The configuration tool 
won’t let you design non-functional 
furniture.

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF HANDLES

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 12 TYPES OF LEGS

leather
handle

push 
to open

rounded black metal frame

black metal skid

straight honey 
wooden handle

silver metal 
T-shaped

handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder 

leg

straight 
brown 

wooden leg

dark wooden 
trapezoid 

handle

golden metal 
wire handle

black 
metal 
round 
handle

dark wooden 
cone leg

slanted 
honey 

wooden 
frame

golden 
metal 

leg

slanted silver 
metal leg

slider 
pad

golden 
metal 
round 
handle

straight 
oak

black leg

straight black 
metal handle

light 
wooden 
cylinder

straight 
black metal 

frame

black metal 
wire handle

black 
metal

cylinder

slanted black 
wooden 
frame

YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF 11 FRONT AND BODY COLOURS:

dark oak

black nude

brown oak

grey

saffron

honey oak

white

green indygo light oak
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CREATE YOUR OWN
1. CHOOSE READY-MADE FURNITURE OR CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

2. CREATE THE LAYOUT OR CHOOSE AN OPTION

ADD ELEMENTS

3. ADD DOORS

short shelf 
42,5 cm

short drawers
42,5 cm

long drawers
88 cm

long shelf
88 cm

45x45

double
45x45

45x135

double
45x135

45x90

double
45x90

layout 1

layout 4

layout 2

layout 5

layout 3

4. CHOOSE THE COLOUR OF THE BODY

dark
oak

black nude

brown
oak

grey

saffron

honey
oak

white

green indigo light oak

dark
oak

black nude

brown
oak

grey

saffron

honey
oak

white

green indigo light oak

dark
oak

black nude

brown
oak

grey

saffron

honey
oak

white

green indigo light oak

dark
oak

black nude

brown
oak

grey

saffron

honey
oak

white

green indigo light oak

5. CHOOSE THE COLOUR OF THE DOORS

6. CHOOSE THE COLOUR OF THE SHELVES

7. CHOOSE THE COLOUR OF THE PARTITIONS

8. CHOOSE THE LEGS

slider 
pad

black ash
slanting
frame

slanted ho-
ney wooden 

frame

straight 
brown 

wooden leg

rounded 
black metal 

frame

truncated 
black wooden 

frame

golden
metal

leg

straight 
black metal 

frame

dark 
wooden cone

leg

black
metal 
skid

slanted silver 
metal leg

light wooden 
cylinder

leg

push 
to open

leather 
handle

golden 
metal wire 

handle

dark wooden 
trapezoid 

handle

golden metal 
round handle

straight honey 
wooden 
handle

black metal 
cylinder

light wooden 
cylinder

black metal 
wire

handle

silver metal 
T-shaped 

handle

black metal 
round handle

straight black 
metal
handle

9. CHOOSE THE HANDLES 

Use the configuration tool for 
Creative at vox.pl/creative
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CREATIVE DRESSER
CONFIGURATION
Body: green. Front: green. Handle: golden metal round 

handle. Leg: golden metal leg.

w91/d47.5/h106 cm

CONFIGURATION
Body: brown oak. Front: brown oak. Handle: straight 

black metal handle. Leg: black metal skid.

w91/d47.5/h106 cm

CONFIGURATION
Body: white. Front: white. Handle: black metal 

cylinder. Leg: rounded black metal frame.

w91/d47.5/h106 cm
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CREATIVE EXTENDABLE TABLE
Tabletop: white. 

Legs: slanted honey wooden frame.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm

CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES

Tabletop: green. 

Legs: dark wooden cone leg.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm

Tabletop: indigo. 

Legs: light wooden cylinder leg.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm

Tabletop: brown oak. 

Legs: black metal skid.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm

Tabletop: saffron. 

Legs: slanted black wooden frame.

w160-208-256/d90/h78 cm
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Rozkładany blat stołu Creative wygodnie pomieści od 4 do 10 osób. 
W pozycji rozłożonej maksymalna długość stołu to 256 cm. 
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CONFIGURE 
YOUR CABINET

Use one of the three ready-made designs - each modified to suit your needs. However, nothing 
prevents you from starting designing your cabinet completely from scratch. Decide on the number 
and location of shelves, customising the interior to suit your needs. You can choose from two 
lengths - short (42.5 cm) or long (88 cm). For the cabinet, you can choose fronts in 4 different sizes 
(single or double). All have a silent closing system (the exception is the choice of the push-to-open 
system, which prevents the use of silent closing).

CABINET
w91/d37,5/h192 cm

3-DOOR WARDROBE WITH GLASS DOORS
w136,5/d57,5/h197 cm

CABINET
w91/d37,5/h192 cm
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CREATIVE WARDROBES
4-DOOR WARDROBE
Body: light oak. Front: light oak. Legs: slanted black wooden 

frame. Handles: black metal cylinder.

w82/d57,5/h197 cm

w136.5/d57.5/h192 cm

w91/d57.5/h197 cm w91/d57.5/h192 cm w45.5/d57.5/h192 cm w45.5/d57.5/h197 cm w45.5/d57.5/h184 cm

w136.5/d57.5/h202 cm

3-DOOR WARDROBE

1-DOOR WARDROBE2-DOOR WARDROBE
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The harmonious combination of a capacious wardrobe, bed and bedside 
table in natural honey-coloured wood is the ideal choice for those looking for 

proven solutions for years to come.
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4-DOOR WARDROBE
w182/d57,5/h192 cm

SYSTEM CREATIVE

1-DOOR WARDROBE
w45,5/d57,5/h184 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w91/gd7,5/h197 cm

3-DOOR WARDROBE
w136,5/d57,5/h197 cm

MODULE FOR 4-DOOR 
WARDROBE
w182/d57,5/h45,5 cm

MODULE FOR 2-DOOR 
WARDROBE
w91/d57,5/h45,5 cm

MODULE FOR 43-DOOR 
WARDROBE
w136,5/d57,5/h45,5 cm

MODULE FOR 1-DOOR 
WARDROBE
w45,5/d57,5/h45,5 cm

QUADRUPLE TALL BOOKCASE
w182/d37,5/h197 cm

TRIPLE TALL BOOKCASE 
w136,5/d37,5/h202 cm

DOUBLE TALL BOOKCASE 
w91/d37,5/h202 cm

SINGLE TALL BOOKCASE
w45,5/d37,5/h197 cm

TRIPLE LOW BOOKCASE
w136,5/d37,5/h151,5 cm

DOUBLE LOW BOOKCASE
w91/d37,5/h151,5 cm

SINGLE LOW BOOKCASE
w45,5/d37,5/h156,5 cm

BOOKSHELF
w45,5/d37,5/h91 cm

CABINET
w45,5/d37,5/h101 cm

CUBE BOOKSHELF
w45,5/d37,5/h45,5 cm

CUBE CABINET
w45,5/d37,5/h65,5 cm

TALL SIDEBOARD
w182/d47,5/h101 cm

WIDE SIDEBOARD
w91/d47,5/h146,5 cm

SIDEBOARD
w136,5/d47,5/h151,5 cm

EXTENDABLE TABLE
w160-256/d90/h78 cm

WIDE DRESSER
w136,5/d47,5/h111 cm

DRESSER
w91/d47,5/h101 cm

NARROW DRESSER
w45,5/d47,5/h101 cm

WIDE TV UNIT
w182/d47,5/h55,5 cm

TV UNIT
w136,5/d47,5/h60,5 cm

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN
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4-DOOR WARDROBE
WITH GLASS DOORS
w182/d57,5/h192 cm

1-DOOR WARDROBE
WITH GLASS DOORS
w45,5/d57,5/h184 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE
WITH GLASS DOORS
w91/d57,5/h197 cm

3-DOOR WARDROBE
WITH GLASS DOORS
w136,5/d57,5/h197 cm

LOW SINGLE SHELVING UNIT 
WITH GLASS DOORS
w91/d57,5/h45,5 cm

SIDEBOARD WITH GLASS 
DOORS
w45,5/d57,5/h45,5 cm

TALL QUADRUPLE SHELVING 
UNIT WITH GLASS DOORS
w182/d37,5/h197 cm

TALL TRIPLE SHELVING 
UNIT WITH GLASS DOORS
w136,5/d37,5/h202 cm

TALL DOUBLE SHELVING 
UNIT WITH GLASS DOORS
w91/d37,5/h202 cm

TALL SINGLE SHELVING UNIT 
WITH GLASS DOORS
w45,5/g37,5/h197 cm

REGAŁ NISKI PODWÓJNY 
Z DRZWIAMI SZKLANYMI
w91/d37,5/w151,5 cm

KREDENS Z DRZWIAMI 
SZKLANYMI
w91/d37,5/h151,5 cm

REGAŁ NISKI POJEDYNCZY 
Z DRZWIAMI SZKLANYMI
w5,5/d37,5/w156,5 cm

LOW DOUBLE SHELVING 
UNIT WITH GLASS
w182/d47,5/h55,5 cm

REGAŁ NISKI PODTRÓJNY 
Z DRZWIAMI SZKLANYMI
w136,5/d47,5/w151,5 cm

LOW TRIPLE SHELVING UNIT 
WITH GLASS DOORS
w182/d47,5/h101 cm

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

TALL COFFEE TABLE 
w80/d80/h45 cm

LOW COFFEE TABLE
w55/d55/h40 cm

RECTANGULAR COFFEE 
TABLE
w91/d45,5/h45,5 cm

DRESSING TABLE
w91/d47,5/h78 cm

DESK 
w136,5/d67,5/h78 cm

DESK CABINET
w45,5/d47,5/h65,5 cm

HALL CABINET
w91/d47,5/h55,5 cm 

HORIZONTAL SHELF
w91/d27,5/h45,5 cm

BED
w95/l212,5/h98 cm

BED
w125/l212,5/h98 cm

140, 160 and 180 beds are also available.

BEDSIDE TABLE
w45,5/d47,5/h43 cm

CUBE SHELF
w45,5/d25,5/h45,5 cm

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN

CREATE YOUR OWN
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The hall is the hallmark of your home. It creates the 
first impression that transfers onto the whole house. It 

should not only be functional, but also visually attractive. 
Creative offers the perfect furniture to manage this 

demanding space.
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BALANCE COLLECTION What kind of an interior do you wish to create? Do you dream of peace and harmony, or do you combine 
creative chaos with your everyday life and aren’t afraid to go a little wild? Do you need a place for 

focused work, a comfortable relax zone or are you designing a dining area? No matter what the answer 
is, the Balance collection will meet your expectations. Balance is an innovative system that gives you the 

freedom to create unique furniture designs.
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Intuicyjny system meblowy, którego wygląd i użyteczność zależą wyłącznie
od Twojej wyobraźni. Wybierz kolory, zdefiniuj funkcje i dowolnie łącz elementy
bez użycia śrub czy wkrętów.

Zobacz, jak 
złożyć regał

DOBRZE SIĘ SKŁADA

Choose the boxes
and the base
(long or short).

STEP 1:

Glue pieces
of the anti-slip mat
onto the boxes.

STEP 2:

Build your furniture
by placing the boxes and
shelves on one another.

STEP 3:

Secure the furniture
to the wall.

STEP 4:

IT ’S EASY
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CONFIGURE YOUR 
SHELVING UNIT

Creating your own piece of furniture 
is very simple: choose a shelf with a 
plinth: large or small. Place at least two 
boxes on it (choice of 5 types - each 
in 8 colours) and place a shelf of the 
same length as the shelf with a plinth. 
Repeat the operation until you have 
the desired piece of furniture.

YOUR CHOICE OF 2 COLOURS FOR THE SHELVES AND 
PLINTHS

YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM 5 TYPES OF BOXES IN 8 COLOURS

white / light grey / graphite / black

terracotta / powder pink / grey beige / cava beige

LARGE OPEN BOX

MEDIUM OPEN BOX WITH 
DOORS

MEDIUM OPEN BOX

LARGE BOX WITH DOORS

SMALL OPEN BOX

LONG

LOW WIDE PLINTH
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COMBINE 
BALANCE 
WITH OTHER
COLLECTIONS

The new colour palette gives you 
even more freedom to create 
original arrangements. Balance 
furniture can be combined with the 
Spot collection, 4 You or with our 
upholstered novelties. We have made 
sure that everything works perfectly 
together, but the final effect 
depends only on you and your idea of 
the entire interior.
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biały / jasny szary / grafit / czarny

terakota / pudrowy róż /

szarobeżowy / cava beż

akacja

STWÓRZ WŁASNY

BOXES

Available colours:

BALANCE COLLECTION

WIDE BOOKCASE
w138/d32/h166 cm

WIDE BOOKCASE
w138/d32/h166 cm

WIDE BOOKCASE
w138/d32/h166 cm

WIDE BOOKCASE
w138/d32/h166 cm

DESK
w138/d64/h78 cm

DESK
w138/d64/h78 cm

SHELVES, BASES, TABLE AND COUNTER TOPS

Available colours:

NARROW BOOKCASE
w64/d32/h115 cm

NARROW BOOKCASE
w64/d32/h115 cm

NARROW BOOKCASE
w64/d32/h115 cm

TV UNIT
w138/d32/h45 cm

TV UNIT
w138/d32/h45 cm

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl

MEDIUM TABLE*
w138/d92/h6 cm

LARGE OPEN BOX
w64/d32/h32 cm

BOX WITH DOOR
w32/d32/h32 cm

OPEN BOX
w32/d32/h32 cm

LARGE BOX 
WITH DOOR
w64/d32/h32 cm

SMALL OPEN 
BOX
w32/d32/h17 cm

WALL FIXING BRACKETS
ROF BOOKCASE
w5/d1/h3 cm

LONG SHELF
w138/d32/h3 cm

DESKTOP
w138/d64/h3 cm

SHORT SHELF
w64/d32/h3 cm

NARROW BASE
w64.5/d32.5/h9 cm

WIDE BASE
w138/d32.5/h9 cm
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DECORATE THE WHOLE 
INTERIOR WITH VOX

WAZON TILO I

PODŁOGA WINYLOWA RIGIO
OAK NIKER

Zobacz gotowe 
aranżacje

DOOR LEAF
NOMA W00 BEŻOWE

WIDE BOOKCASE
w138/d32/h166 cm

TV UNIT
w138/d32/h45 cm

BOX WITH DOOR
w32/d32/h32 cm

OPEN BOX
w32/d32/h32 cm

KOSZ MOTA

WIDE BOOKCASE
w138/d32/h166 cm
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RIBBON COLLECTION For those who appreciate beauty and want to be surrounded by it, and for those who 
besides the funtionality, enjoy the aesthatics of things, we have prepared something 

special. The geometric shapes of the Ribbon collection will bring a new lighter dimension 
to your interior. If you believe that both beauty and elegance come from simplicity and 

you would like to smarten up your interior, you couldn’t have come to a better place
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TALL SHELVING 
UNIT

PRACTICAL DESIGN
The absence of a back panel and the high feet of the 
shelving unit give it an optical lightness. In addition, the 
high feet make cleaning under the furniture easier. 
Thanks to the sculptural form of the furniture and the 
universal colour scheme, it can function as a set, but 
also as a single piece surrounded by furniture from 
other collections.

EASY ASSEMBLY
In the case of the tall shelving unit, you will receive 
ready-made cubbies that need to be slid one into the 
other. All you have to do is add the feet and it’s all done. 
Remember that the shelving unit needs to be fixed to 
the wall - you will find a set of all the screws needed for 
this in the package with the furniture.

The aesthetic finish of the individual cubicles was 
made possible by the use of modern technology. In the 
furniture from the Ribbon collection, there are no visible 
joints known from classic furniture made from furniture 
board.

See how to assemble 
a shelving unit

Ribbon will add variety to a well-known living room or studio, giving it a refined 
character. Like a work of functional art, it will focus the eyes of guests. Mind 
you, it could become your beloved piece of furniture. The Ribbon collection 
was appreciated by the jury of the Must have competition during the 13th 
edition of the Łódź Design Festival. In 2019, it received an award for the best 
implementations from Polish designers and manufacturers.
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The innovative approach towards furniture design has won the jury’s approval. 
In 2019, the Ribbon collection won an award at Dobry Wzór’ - 

a competition organized by the Institute of Industrial Design. It is a contest 
that distinguishes design products and services of highest quality.

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl/ribbon
RIBBON COLLECTION
BODY/FRONT

Available colour palette:

oak/grey/graphite

COFFE TABLES
w90/d45/h45 cm

LOW BOOKCASE
w116/d40/h117 cm

HIGH BOOKCASE
w77/d40/h163 cm

TV UNIT 160
w160/d40/h46 cm

WALL SHELF
w109/d21.5/h37 cm
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SIMPLE COLLECTION The Simple collection furniture can be arranged in many ways, putting 
together colours and choosing the legs. Everything fits together here. 

We have checked it, and we know that any possible configuration looks 
great. Thanks to Simple you can create different interiors, 

all according to your taste and needs.
See video
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CONFIGURE YOUR FURNITURE 
IN 4 STEPS AT VOX.PL/SIMPLE See video

Designing interiors with Simple is easy and the only thing you will not manage to do is make 
a mistake. The setup is four easy steps and then you can take your time admiring the effect.

CHOOSE THE FRONT

SETP 2:

A choice of four colours: 
white, oak, grey, black.

CHOOSE THE BODY

SETP 1:

A choice of four colours: 
white, oak, grey, black.

CHOOSE THE HANDLES

SETP 4:

A choice of three colours: 
white, grey, black.

SETP 3:

PUT IT ON ITS LEGS

A choice of 7 types of legs: 6 wooden, one metal skid or 
protective footer. The 140 desk can also be chosen with 
decorative and functional wheels.

white body

white
white

oak body

oak

grey body

grey
grey

black body

black
black

oval oak
leg

wheel for 
desk 140

straight
oak leg

straight 
white 

wooden 
leg 

straight 
black

wooden 
leg 

straight 
grey

wooden 
leg 

truncated 
black 

wooden 
leg

black skid

Slipper
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KROK 5:
WYMIEŃ FRONTY, NOGI 
I UCHWYTY NA NOWE

KOMODA Z DRZWIAMI
Korpus dębowy, fronty czarne, nóżki płozy, 

uchwyty srebrne.

KOMODA Z DRZWIAMI
Korpus dębowy, fronty białe, nóżki dębowe 

owalne, uchwyty czarne.

KOMODA Z DRZWIAMI
Korpus dębowy, front szary, nóżki czarne proste, 

uchwyty czarne.

KOMODA Z DRZWIAMI
Korpus dębowy, fronty dębowe, nóżki dębowe proste, 

uchwyty białe.

SKONFIGURUJ 
SIMPLE

Projekt wykonany w VOXBOX

Projekt wykonany w VOXBOX

Nasze meble projektujemy z myślą o tym, by towarzyszyły Ci przez lata. Wiemy jednak, że z czasem
możesz zechcieć odświeżyć ich wygląd albo nadać im zupełnie inny charakter. Dlatego w kolekcji
Simple fronty są wymienne. Dzięki tej niewielkiej zmianie ten sam funkcjonalny mebel zrobi całkiem 
nowe wrażenie.
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CHOOSE A SLAT
The designer has equipped chosen pieces from the Simple collection with a functional slat to fit all 
your favourite bits and pieces. You can choose a ready-made set, create your own, or cover the slat 
recess with an oak blind.

140 DESK SLAT SET:
1 phone slat, 1 frame slat, 1 memo slat, 1 large 
utensils slat, 1 magnetic board slat, one 25 blind.

THE SLAT SET CONSISTS OF:
1 phone slat, 1 frame slat, 1 memo slat, 
1 small utensils slat, 2 flover vases, one 25 
blind.

180 TV UNIT SLAT SET:
4 blind slats 40. The recess can be fully covered with 
an extra 15 blind slat.

BEDSIDE TABLE SLAT SET:
1 phone slat, 1 frame slat, 1 medium 
utensils slat. Full cover of the slat recess 
with a 40 blind slat.
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Multiplikowanie pojedynczych opraw nad stołem to nie tylko ciekawy zabieg stylistyczny. 
Możesz budować atmosferę, zapalając osobno każdą z lamp, a włączone jednocześnie 

zapewnią równomierne oświetlenie.
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A TABLE THAT 
WILL FACE ANY PARTY

SELECT CHAIRS AND STOOLS

Define your dream table by choosing one of four colour versions: white, grey, black or oak. The folding table can seat 6 
people comfortably, with the table extended to 190 cm you can sit 8 people, with 240 cm you can sit 10 people. When 
the table top is extended to 290 cm, it will accommodate 12 people at the table, and when extended to its maximum, 
the table is a comfortable space for as many as 14 people.

FOLDING TABLE 90X90(190)
s90-140-190/g90/w79 cm

ROUND FOLDING TABLE
s110-160-210/g110/w78 cm

RECTANGULAR FOLDING TABLE 140(340)X90 SIMPLE

Stół rozkładany z prostokąta do kwadratu to unikatowe rozwiązanie na rynku. Doskonale sprawdzi 
się podczas spotkań w większym gronie. Dzięki kwadratowemu kształtowi - po rozłożeniu - 

na środku stołu znajdzie się mnóstwo miejsca na potrawy i ozdoby. Stół ten szczególnie docenisz 
podczas rodzinnych świąt lub spotkań z przyjaciółmi. W dwóch nogach znajdują się dyskretne 

kółka. Ułatwią one przesuwanie stołu po domu, nawet w pojedynkę.

The neat round table for 4 people easily extends (from 1.1 m to almost
2.1 m) to accommodate 8 guests. The round shape breaks up the geometry 
of the collection and gives the interior a warm, family atmosphere. The 
unfolding mechanism used does not require additional support, so each 
person can sit comfortably and have unlimited legroom.
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VERY TO-THE-POINT 
WARDROBE

ACCORDION FOLDING DOORS
On the one hand, this solution saves space
in the bedroom and, on the other hand, allows access to 
the entire contents of the wardrobe.

COMFORTABLE INTERIOR
The interior has been planned to facilitate the storage 
of all types of clothing and footwear. If you wish to 
change the original arrangement of shelves and 
hangers - nothing could be simpler.

BARS
The wardrobe has 3 clothes bars - one permanently 
installed, two to be arranged in the wardrobe according 
to your preferences.

LED
Inside the wardrobe there are 3 LED lights with motion 
sensors - they light up when the wardrobe is opened.

HOOKS
There is one hook inside to make getting clothes ready 
for the next day easier.

With a wardrobe like this, everything will go 
well, and then, thanks to the illumination of its 
interior, finds it easily and quickly.

In the Simple collection you will find four types of 
wardrobe, ranging from a single-door wardrobe to a 

corner wardrobe to a four-door one.
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Zintegrowane oświetlenie z wbudowanym czujnikiem 
wewnątrz szuflady ułatwi szukanie przedmiotów. 
Rozwiązanie, które docenisz zwłaszcza po zmroku.

Dobry stolik nocny porządkuje podręczne przedmioty. 
Dlatego w stoliku Simple znajdziesz wnękę i pasującą do niej listwę 
funkcyjną z miejscem na telefon, ramkę ze zdjęciem czy notatki. 
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Here, everything fits together and every configuration looks great. With Simple, you will create a 
variety of interiors, but all will meet your needs and preferences. How is this possible? The Simple 
collection was created according to Dieter Rams’ iconic ten design principles, according to which 
the product gives the user the space to realise their own ideas.

NARROW SINGLE SHELVING UNIT
s39/g38/w185 cm

NARROW DOUBLE SHELVING UNIT
s75,5/g38/w185 cm

WIDE SHELVING UNIT
s112/g38/w148,5 cm

WIDE SHELVING UNIT
s148,5/g38/w185 cm

CABINET
s148,5/g38/w185 cm

SHELVING UNITS
All shelves in the shelving unit are height adjustable. The 
designer has also provided enough space above them 
so that they can be pulled out comfortably.

CABINETS
The display is also supported by discreet LED lighting 
installed in the cabinet. Its warm colour will bring a cosy 
atmosphere to the interior.

SHELVING UNITS AND CABINETS
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A PERFECTLY ORGANISED 
WORKPLACE

At this desk, the designer measured the most frequently used office items
and adapted the dimensions to them: capacity of drawers, height of shelves, depth of 
cabinet and size of the worktop. She also looked at what you usually keep on your desk and 
created the perfect storage system - the function bar. Choose the best set for you at vox.pl

MARTA KRUPIŃSKA

CONTAINER
To the left of the desk is a container.
It is fitted with a height-adjustable shelf.

DRAWERS
In the middle part of the desk (under the worktop) there 
is a wide and very capacious drawer. You can
keep office utensils, laptop, calendar, chargers etc. 
useful small items.
All doors and drawers are equipped with the Silent 
System, which means that even closing them abruptly 
will not make a sound.

ACCESSORY KIT
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SIMPLE COLLECTION

4-DOOR WARDROBE 
w185/d57/h230 cm*

CORNER WARDROBE
w101.5/d103.5/h185.5 cm*

TOP UNIT 
for corner wardrobe
w101.5/d103.5/h45 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE 
w92.5/d57/h185.5 cm*

TOP UNIT
for 2-door wardrobe
w92.5/d55/h45 cm

BABY CHANGING TABLE
w90/d77.5/h30 cm 

COT
w74.5/d140/h80.5 cm

BABY BED

1-DOOR WARDROBE
w46.5/d57/h185.5 cm

TOP UNIT 
for 1-door wardrobe
w46.5/d57/h45 cm

NARROW GLASS CASE
w39/d40/w185.5 cm*

SINGLE NARROW BOOKCASE
w39/d40/w185.5 cm*

WIDE GLASS CASE
w75/d40/h185 cm*

SINGLE NARROW BOOKCASE
w39/d8/h185.5 cm*

WIDE BOOKCASE
w148.5/d38/h185.5 cm*

LOW BOOKCASE
w112/d38/h149 cm*

DOUBLE NARROW BOOKCASE
w75.5/d38/h185.5 cm*

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl/simple

CHEST OF DRAWERS
w90/d47/h90.5 cm*

SHELVES
for 1-door wardrobe
for 4-door wardrobe

See video

NARROW CHEST 
OF DRAWERS
w62.5/d47/h112.5 cm*

LIQUOR CABINET
s112/d47/h112.5 cm*

SIDEBOARD
w160/d47/h68.5 cm*

DRESSER WITH DOORS
w90/d45/h90.5cm*

CHEST OF DRAWERS 
WITH FUNCTIONAL SLAT
w90/d47/h90.5 cm*

CHAIR
w43/d50/h86 cm

UPHOLSTERED 
CHAIR
w43/d50h86 cm

TV UNIT 180
w180/d7/h47 cm*

TV UNIT
w120/d47/h47 cm*

LOW COFFEE TABLE
w80/d80/h35.5 cm

TALL COFFEE TABLE
w54/d54/h45 cm

TALL COFFEE TABLE 80
w80/d0/h55 cm 

HALL CABINET
w90/d40/h46.5 cm*

SHOE CABINET
w65/d32/h90 cm*

TOY CHEST
w90/d47/h46.5 cm*

* Height is given without legs. Adding legs will add 9 cm to the height. 
Adding protective pads will add 1 cm.

oak, white, graphite, black

BODY, FRONT
Available colours:

SIMPLE COLLECTION

4-DOOR WARDROBE 
w185/d57/h230 cm*

CORNER WARDROBE
w101.5/d103.5/h185.5 cm*

TOP UNIT 
for corner wardrobe
w101.5/d103.5/h45 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE 
w92.5/d57/h185.5 cm*

TOP UNIT
for 2-door wardrobe
w92.5/d55/h45 cm

BABY CHANGING TABLE
w90/d77.5/h30 cm 

COT
w74.5/d140/h80.5 cm

BABY BED

1-DOOR WARDROBE
w46.5/d57/h185.5 cm

TOP UNIT 
for 1-door wardrobe
w46.5/d57/h45 cm

NARROW GLASS CASE
w39/d40/w185.5 cm*

SINGLE NARROW BOOKCASE
w39/d40/w185.5 cm*

WIDE GLASS CASE
w75/d40/h185 cm*

SINGLE NARROW BOOKCASE
w39/d8/h185.5 cm*

WIDE BOOKCASE
w148.5/d38/h185.5 cm*

LOW BOOKCASE
w112/d38/h149 cm*

DOUBLE NARROW BOOKCASE
w75.5/d38/h185.5 cm*

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl/simple

CHEST OF DRAWERS
w90/d47/h90.5 cm*

SHELVES
for 1-door wardrobe
for 4-door wardrobe

See video

NARROW CHEST 
OF DRAWERS
w62.5/d47/h112.5 cm*

LIQUOR CABINET
s112/d47/h112.5 cm*

SIDEBOARD
w160/d47/h68.5 cm*

DRESSER WITH DOORS
w90/d45/h90.5cm*

CHEST OF DRAWERS 
WITH FUNCTIONAL SLAT
w90/d47/h90.5 cm*

CHAIR
w43/d50/h86 cm

UPHOLSTERED 
CHAIR
w43/d50h86 cm

TV UNIT 180
w180/d7/h47 cm*

TV UNIT
w120/d47/h47 cm*

LOW COFFEE TABLE
w80/d80/h35.5 cm

TALL COFFEE TABLE
w54/d54/h45 cm

TALL COFFEE TABLE 80
w80/d0/h55 cm 

HALL CABINET
w90/d40/h46.5 cm*

SHOE CABINET
w65/d32/h90 cm*

TOY CHEST
w90/d47/h46.5 cm*

* Height is given without legs. Adding legs will add 9 cm to the height. 
Adding protective pads will add 1 cm.

oak, white, graphite, black

BODY, FRONT
Available colours:
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DRESSING TABLE
w80/d43/h78 cm

STOOL
w37/d37/h45 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE 
with drawers and functional slat
w45/d38/h30 cm*

SOFABED 90X200
w95.5/d206/h68.5 cm

SOFABED DRAWER
s85.5/d197/h20.5 cm

BED 180X200
w185/d206.5/h80.5(30.5) cm*

BED 160X200
w165/d206.5/h80.5 cm*

HANGING HEADBOARD
120x200, 140x200, 160x200, 
180x200, 90x200

BED 140X200
w145/d206.5/h80.5 cm*

BED 120X200
w125/d206.5/h80.5 cm*

BED 90X200
w95.5/d208/h39.5 cm

DRAWER FOR BED 90X200
s85.5/d197/h20.5 cm

DESK 110
w110/d55/h78 cm*

DESK 140
w140/d65/h68.5 cm*

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl/simple

HANGING 
LIT-UP MIRROR
w80/d2.5/h80 cm

THEATRICAL MIRROR 
w80/gd2/h80 cm

HANGING RECTANGULAR 
LIT-UP MIRROR
w45/gd2,5/h138.5 cm

HANGING CUBE SHELF
w31.5/gd30/h31.5 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE 
WITH DOOR
w45/d38/h30 cm*

HANGING CUBE SHELF
w90/d30/h35 cm

WALL SHELF 
w90/d30/h35 cm

* Height is given without legs. Adding legs will add 9 cm to the height.
 Adding protective pads will add 1 cm.

VASESET 
OF ACCESSORIES
FOR DESK 140

PICTURE FRAME TABLET HOLDERPHONE HOLDERSET OF ACCESSO-
RIES FOR DRESSER

RECTANGULAR EXTENDABLE 
TABLE
w140-190-240-290-340/d90/h78 cm

EXTENDABLE TABLE 
90X90
w90-140-190/d90/h78 cm    

EXTENDABLE TABLE 
166X76
w166.5/d76-121-166/h78.5 cm 

ROUND EXTENDABLE 
TABLE
w110-160-210/d110/h78 cm

SIMPLE COLLECTION

oak, white, graphite, black

BODY, FRONT
Available colours:
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See video

NATURE COLLECTION The Nature collection was inspired by the love of natural materials and the conviction 
that any space can be wisely and beautifully used. Nature will easily match all kinds of 

interiors: large open spaces, those classically divided into rooms or even the smallest ones 
that require exceptional care when being arranged. The solid shapes can fit a lot in and 

the skew wooden legs carrying them will add lightness to the room.
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TABLE WITH NATURAL OAK TOP
AND DRAWERS
The Nature table is made of noble oak wood, 
making each one unique and exceptional.

COMFORTABLE DRAWERS
In addition, the table has six capacious drawers to 
accommodate cutlery, napkins, frequently used trinkets 
and much more. Each family member can have their 
own private nook!

Megi, Filip and Tomek smuggle nature-inspired motifs into modern geometric forms. They 
combine raw industrial accents with vibrant, cheerful colours. Their designs have received 
acclaim from design experts. In 2016, the Nature table won the Must Have quality mark, and 
in 2017 the entire Nature collection was awarded the Design of the Year.

TABANDA

METAL RECESS
A metal recess runs across the entire table - sturdy 
enough so that hot objects can also be placed on it 
without fear of damaging the structure of the material.

In the metal recess you can place herbs, candles, spices, and when 
covered with the metal top you can put hot dishes on it.
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The double-sided chest of drawers will subtly divide 
large areas, assigning them new functions.
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If you want your bedroom to have an atmosphere as close to nature as 
possible, a great choice is a bed with a wooden headrest made

of solid oak. Its open-work design will bring a touch of
lightness and breath. You can also choose a full headrest inclined at a 

comfortable angle and finished with a soft edge.
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BEDSIDE TABLE
w40/gd40/h45 cm

GLASS CASE
w50.5/d40/h207.5 cm

3-DOOR
 WARDROBE
w149.5/d58/h207.5 cm

ŁÓŻKO 2-OSOBOWE 
120x200 cm, 140x200 cm, 
160x200 cm, 180x200 cm

TOALETKA
s120/g50/w76-116,6 cm

ŁÓŻKO 1-OSOBOWE
90x200 cm

NATURE COLLECTION Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.p

white/natural oak

BODY/FRONT

Available colours:

NATURE TABLE
w180/d100/h75 cm

NATURE CHAIR
w45/d50/h84 cm

NARROW 
BOOKCASE
w50.5/d40/h207.5 cm

2-SIDED LOW 
BOOKCASE
w179.5/d40/h72 cm

WIDE BOOKCASE
w179.5/d40/h72 cm

2-DOOR DRESSER
w120/d40/h72 cm

OPEN BOOKCASE
w101/d40/h207.5 cm

SIDEBOARD
w120/d40/h117 cm

NARROW CHEST OF 
DRAWERS
w75/d40/h117 cm

2-DOOR 
WARDROBE
w101/d58/h207.5 cm

See video

HANGING 
COLUMN
w36.5/gd30/h182.5 cm

WALL 
STORAGE UNIT
w50.5/d30/h64 cm

COFFEE TABLE
w120/d60/h45 cm

TV UNIT
w179.5/d40/h50 cm

COFFEE TABLE DRAWER
w57/d53/h11.5 cm

GRANT ARMCHAIR
w71/d84/h88 cm

GRANT FOOTSTOOL
w64/d44/h44 cm

BED 
90x200 cm, 120x200 cm, 
140x200 cm, 160x200 cm, 
180x200 cm

BED
WITH OPENWORK HEADBOARD
120x200 cm, 140x200 cm, 
160x200 cm, 180x200 cm

VALET STAND
w43/d43/h88 cm

BED DRAWER
w149/d61.5/h21.5 cm

NATURE DESK
w130/gd60/h75 cm

DRAWER
w62/d44/h8 cm

BENCH WITH DRAWER
w100/gd40/h43 cm

BENCH CUSHION
w50/d40/h17 cm

ALL SHELF
w120/d30/h26 cm
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See video

SPOT COLLECTION Spot will charm you with its light form and will help you organize your bedroom, living 
room and dining room. The slender geometric shapes in natural colours offer plenty 

of space for things you don’t want to have on display. Clever solutions and ergonomic 
shapes are a perfect foundation for a little bit of flair such as your favorite accessories 

like blankets, cushions, books or crockery.
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FOLDING TABLE SPOT
The furniture has several variations: it can be folded or 
unfolded, with an open or closed recess in the top.
To accommodate additional people, simply fit extension 
inserts. When they are no longer needed, they can be 
stowed away under the tabletop. The shorter sides of the 
recess have openings that allow cables and chargers to 
be conveniently routed under the table.

The bottom edges of the gutter have been rounded, 
making it safe and comfortable to sit at the table.
In the middle of the tabletop is an oblong recess where 
you can store herbs, cutlery, napkins, crayons or hobby 
accessories. Keeping your trinkets in order is made easy 
with the 2 attached boxes.

BENCH WITH 3 DRAWERS
Spot bench provides seating and storing. There are 
3 double-sided drawers for insertion into selected 
recesses. The furniture will work well in a hallway, dining 
room or living room. Drawers on both sides have fronts 
with ergonomic handles.

PLEASURE 
AND COMFORT

Spot brings much more to the dining room than just a unique look. The comfortable table resting 
on solid wooden legs can be extended to the desired length. How many times have you run out 
of space for spices, napkins or cutlery? The practical storage compartments in the middle of the 
tabletop provide ideal space for dining trinkets.
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LED strips have been embedded in the back of the 2 shelves of the 
display unit. They glow bi-directionally - upwards and downwards, so that 

a warm glow brightens up the interior of the cabinet. The objects are 
elegantly displayed, and the room has a cosy atmosphere.
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SKIRTING BOARD 
EVERA EV401

DOOR LEAF 
NOMA W07

ŁAWKA Z 3 SZUFLADAMI SPOT

WIESZAK NA BIŻUTERIĘ CRO PODUSZKA IVA

KOSZ CLASS SZAFKA NA BUTY SPOT WIESZAK ZEWNĘTRZNY DO SZAF SPOT

FLOOR PANELS QUER
QUERRA HARMONY WR
RUSTIC  OAK  

Zobacz gotowe 
aranżacje

DECORATE THE WHOLE 
INTERIOR WITH VOX
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SPOT COLLECTION
BODY/FRONT

Available colours:

FRONT

Available colours:

acacia white

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl

SHOE CABINET
w87.5/d28.5/h150 cm

EXTERNAL HANGER FOR 
WARDROBES
w44/d54/h150 cm

CRIB 140X70
w75/d152/h97.5 cm

CRIB 120X60
w65/d132/h97.5 cm

BED 140X70

DRESSER CHANGER
w98/d64/h185 cm

DRESSER DESK

3-DOOR WARDROBE
w128/d60/h210 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w88/d60/h210 cm

CHEST OF 4 DRAWERS
w88/d60/h150 cm

CORNER WARDROBE
w105/d100/h210 cm

See video

CHEST OF 3 DRAWERS
w88/d60/h150 cm

1-DOOR WARDROBE
w49,5/d40/h150 cm

GLASS CASE
w88/d56.5/h210 cm

BOOKCASE
w88/d57/h210 cm

BOOKSHELF
w35/d30/h35 cm

WALL SHELF WITH PEGS
w35/d12/h35 cm

CUPBOARD
w160/d40/h122 cm

SIDEBOARD
w160/d40/h80 cm

LED LIGHTING
FOR BUNK BED SHELVES

TABLE FOR BUNK BED 
w99/d30/h19,5 cm

CANOPY
w161/d95/h62 cm

BUNK BED
w105/d205/h184 cm

BUNK BED 
WITH CANOPY
w105/d205/h246 cm

MOVABLE HANGER FOR BUNK BED
w51/d90/h137 cm

L/R L/R

L/R possible left-/rightsided installation
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ORGANIZER FOR DRAWERS
w75/d20/h10 cm

CHEST OF 2 DRAWERS
w88/d60/h150 cm

2-DOOR DRESSER
w87,5/d40/h90 cm

BED WITH DRAWER
w95/d204/h42 cm

BED WITH DRAWER AND TIPI 
TROLLEY
w100/d213/h167 cm

TENT FOR TIPI TROLLEY
w100/d213/h167 cm

TROLLEY FOR TIPI BED
w100/d213/h167 cm

DES
w128/d68/h81.5 cm

STORAGE UNIT
w40/d33/h60 cm

2-SIDED DESK
w148/d75/h150 cm

DRAWERS FOR 2-SIDED DESK
w67/d30/h10 cm

2-SIDED DESK WITH LED 
LIGHTING
w148/d75/h150 cm

DREASSING TABLE
w88/d60/h150 cm

MIRROR FOR DRESSING TABLE
w64/d10/h40 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE WITH 
DRAWER
w146-198/d104/h76 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE WITH 
DRAWER
w57.5/d47/h48 cm

TABLE WITH LIFTABLE TOP
w67/d51/h56 cm

ORGANIZER ORDO
w30/d1.5/h40 cm

VERTICAL ORGANIZER 
ORDO
w30/d10/h20 cm

HORIZONTAL ORGANIZER 
ORDO
w30/d20/h10 cm

ORGANIZER ORDO
w13.5/h14 cm

BED
WITH LOWER BED AND BLIND
w95/d204/h42 cm

SOFA BED
w96/d204.5/h65 cm
SOFA BED WITH DRAWER
w96/d205/h65 cm
SOFA BED WITH LOWER BED 
AND BLIND 
w96/d205/h65 cm

COVER FOR DOUBLE BED 
HEADBOARD  
w149/d2/h60 cm

DRAWER FOR DOUBLE BED
w127/d67/h23 cm

EXTRA DRAWERS FOR BENCH 
w46/d21/h16 cm

BENCH WITH 3 DRAWERS
w154/d47/h48 cm

DOUBLE BED
WITH HEADBOARD AND 
STORAGE
w145/l213/h106,5 cm 

TV UNIT
w160/d50/h50 cm

COFFEE TABLE
w87/d80/h43 cm

COFFEE TABLE DRAWER
w23/d15/h10 cm

SEAT CUSHION FOR 
SPOT BENCH
w147/d46/h4 cm
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See video

4 YOU COLLECTION Comfortable during day and night, cosy when you’re alone and welcoming 
when your friends come to visit. The 4 You furniture will allow you to arrange 

all of the most important spaces of your home: your bedroom, living room, 
dining room and your child’s room.
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More than two hundred people, including psychologists and ethnographers, worked on the 
final shape of Bed 4 You. However, as the designers emphasise: Joanna Leciejewska and Piotr 
Kuchcinski, the participation of the users themselves and their expectations was crucial in the 
development process.

The solid bed from the 4 You collection will provide you with optimum comfort when sleeping or 
relaxing with a book in hand. The integrated shelving unit creates additional storage space for 
necessary trinkets and decorations in the bedroom.

JOANNA LECIEJEWSKA
PIOTR KUCHCIŃSKI

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

WHAT ’S IN THE BED?
1. Roll out the screen and have a cinema.
2. Add a side ladder and hang whatever you like, 
    such as a flowerbed or hanger.
3. A capacious shelving unit behind the bed.
4. Recesses under the bed for everything you need.
5. Bedding container in the headrest.
6. A lift-up mattress, with space underneath for your use.

MATCH THE BOXES
To individualise the look of the shelves, you can fill them 
with practical boxes, which are available in different 
sizes and colours.

WHO SAID A BED 
IS ONLY FOR SLEEPING?
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The bed is fitted with a number of open shelves that are very spacious. 
They can be found both on a shelving unit connected to the headboard 

and in a frame, which provides enormous design possibilities.
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WHAT DOES
THE TABLE HIDE?

This table supports your passions! A specially designed recess in the centre of the table and drawers 
located between the double top make it easy to store and organise small items. Fresh herbs in pots 
and the ability to heat up meals encourages celebrating and cooking together with family and 
friends.

TABLE 200X100 4 YOU
1. A revolutionary recess for whatever you want, with 
   the option to close.
3. Three table sizes to choose from.
4. Rounded corners for greater safety.
5. Cable opening for ease of use.
6. Wooden legs for stability.
7. Optional drawers to organise space - 
    you can use them inside or outside the furniture.

TABLE BENCH
The bench matches any VOX table. However, nothing 
prevents it from being used as a stand-alone piece 
of furniture: it will also work well in a hallway or home 
office. The bench should be matched with comfortable 
soft cushions for comfort during long meetings.

The recesses and boxes keep everything within easy reach, 
saving space in the kitchen.
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For easy organisation, make use of the dedicated 
colourful VOX boxes, which you can easily place

on the shelves of the shelving unit.
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WHAT DOES
THE WARDROBE HIDE?

SIDE SHELVING UNIT
The shelving unit designed for the 4 You 4-door 
wardrobe has mounting holes that allow it to be 
attached to the side of this furniture. This gives you a 
wardrobe with a practical, extremely spacious extension. 
Different shelf sizes will make it easier to organise your 
belongings. Use them to display your favourite records, 
books or decorations.

ACCORDION FOLDING DOORS
The sliding wardrobe doors fold down like an accordion, 
allowing better access to the entire contents of the 
wardrobe.

DRAWERS
In addition, the wardrobe is equipped with 3 capacious 
drawers that will allow you to organise your clothes even 
better.

The 4-door wardrobe, part of the 4 You collection, has been designed to make wardrobe 
organisation as easy as possible. Its functionality makes it a great fit for any bedroom décor, 
keeping up with your needs as they change over the years. 4 - door wardrobe from the 4 You 
Collection will successfully replace a separate wardrobe. Clever solutions and hidden functions will 
help you make the most of the furniture’s interior.
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CONFIGURE YOUR 
SHELVING UNIT

BLACK LARGE BOX
s31,5/g41/w31,5 cm

GREY LARGE BOX
s31,5/g41/w31,5 cm

WHITE LARGE BOX
s31,5/g41/w31,5 cm

SKRZYNKA DUŻA DĘBOWA
s31,5/g41/w31,5 cm

WHITE SMALL BOX
s31,5/g41/w16 cm

GRAPHITE SMALL BOX
s31,5/g41/w16 cm

GREY SMALL BOX
s31,5/g41/w16 cm

BOX BRACKETS 2 PCS.
s1,5/g3,5/w2,5 cm

DOUBLE-SIDED SHELVING UNIT
The double-sided shelving unit simply organises any 
space while allowing for creative personalisation with 
colourful boxes.

LOW DOUBLE-SIDED SHELVING UNIT
Because the shelves are accessible from all sides, you 
can use the shelving unit as an organising piece of 
furniture, easily demarcating the boundaries between 
the different zones of your home. Use the special 
coloured boxes to expand the possibilities of the 
double-sided shelving unit and
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4 YOU COLLECTION

white oak/grey/white/light grey/black/graphite/blue

BODY/FRONT

Available colours:

BOXES

Available colours:

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w92/d42/h206 cm

NARROW GLASS CASE
w40/d42/h206 cm

SIDE BOOKCASE
FOR 4-DOOR WARDROBE
w57/d22/h206 cm
w57/d22/h240 cm

4-DOOR WARDROBE
w180/d57/wh206 cm
w180/d57/h241 cm

CRIB 120X60
w65/d124.5/h105,5 cm

SOFA SEAT CRIB 140X70
w75/d144,5/h99,5 cm

DESK

+

SOFA BED

CORNER WARDROBE
w105/d103.5/h206 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w100/d57/h206 cm

1-DOOR WARDROBE
w57.5/d42/h206 cm

DRESSER
w85/d44/h97 cm

BABY CHANGING TABLE
w82/d77.5/h28 cm

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl

See video

LOW SIDE BOOKCASE
w42/d22/h118.5 cm

2-SIDED BOOKCASE 
w168/d40.5/h206 cm

TALL SIDE BOOKCASE
FOR 1-DOOR 
WARDROBE
w42/d22/h206 cm

WIDE BOOKCASE
w92/d40.5/h206 cm

SIDEBOARD
w99.5/d42/h118.5 
cm

CUPBOARD 
w145/d42/h118.5 cm

LOW DRESSER
w120/d42/h70 cm

WIDE DRESSER
w187/d42/h69 cm

COFFEE TABLE
w80/d80/h35 cm

LOW 2-SIDED 
BOOKCASE
w168/d40.5/h70.5 cm

CHEST OF DRAWERS
w75/d42/h126.5 cm

DESK 140
w142/d63.5/h78.5 cm

TV UNIT
w187/d42/h35 cm
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BED 90X200 WITH CANOPY
w97.5/d208/h207.5 cm

DRAWER FOR BED
w198/d65/h29 cm

TABLE 100X100
w100/d100/h76 cm

TABLE 100X100
w100/d100/h76 cm

TABLE 200X100
w200/d100/h76 cm

DRAWER FOR 
TABLE
w51/d36/h8 cm

BENCH
w170/d36/h46 cm

CHAIR BENT 
w45/d50/h85 cm

CLOSER CHAIR
w45/d56/h82 cm

LARGE BOX
w31.5/d41/h31.5 cm

SMALL BOX
w31.5/d41/h16 cm

VERTICAL BOX
w65/d25/h54 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE
w40.5/d42/h55.5 cm

GRIP

BED WITH CANOPY AND 
BOOKCASE (WITH BOTTOM)
(WITH LIFTABLE FRAME)
w168/d238/h206 cm

SIDE LADDER 
w30/d2/h171 cm

TOP LADDER
w167/d25.5/h4.5 cm

BOX FOR BED
w51/d15/h31.5 cm

SINGLE BED WITH BOTTOM
WITH LIFTABLE FRAME
w128/d208/h106 cm

SOFA BED
w97.5/d207/h81.5 cm

DRAWER FOR SOFA BED
w197/d67/h17.5 cm

SINGLE BED
(90X200) WITHOUT CANOPY
w95.5/d204/h75 cm

STANDING MIRROR 
w49.5/d10/h159.5 cm

DRESSING TABLE
w142/d42/h72.5 cm

HANGING MIRROR
w69/d12/h50 cm
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YOUTH 
COLLECTIONS

At VOX we carefully watch how young 
people live in order to design furniture 
that will keep on inspiring them. The 
youth collections don’t offer ready, 
static solutions. It’s furniture that 
motivates to explore and play in a 
creative way. Additionally, it grows with 
the users and allows them to change its 
appearance, colours and configuration. 
It encourages to experiment, rearrange, 
tinker, tamper and to look for surprising 
solutions. Thanks to this feature, 
children can build their own worlds full 
of hideouts and dens.
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YOUNG USERS COLLECTION Is there a way to cross the boundaries between worlds? Yes - and certainly between 
the worlds of adults, young people and children. These seemingly contradictory 

elements have finally found common ground. And there are still plenty of storage 
compartments and nooks and crannies. Young Users furniture grows with the user. 

Whoever you are and whatever your age is, YU adapts to you and your needs.
They are the world’s most personal furniture for a reason.
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Interchangeable overlays, fillers and organisers are ready for aesthetic experimentation and 
creative exploration. And the multi-coloured backlighting of the shelves and the LED Twinkly, the 
shape of which can be changed at will, give enormous scope for creating an atmosphere with light.

Nothing changes as fast as children. Young Users’ durable materials and clever solutions will allow 
you to change the look of your room many times over, without replacing your furniture.

EXPOSERFILLER X

FILLER X

FILLER SLASH

FILLER SLASH

FILLER GRILLE

FILLER GRILLE ORGANISER

YOUNG USERS NEON
ADD YOUR CHARACTER

NEON METAL COVER METAL TOPPER METAL COVERBLACK MATT METAL COVER
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You can adapt the Young Users modules to the layout of any interior, from an attic with sloping 
ceilings to a small room for siblings. Combine, match, build, and add more modules as your child’s 
needs grow.

BUILD LIKE BRICKS 
CHOOSE FURNITURE

SELECT THE PLATFORMS
A closed shelving unit, a wide chest of drawers or a 
2-door wardrobe from the Young Users range can be 
placed on the platform. Remember to connect the 
whole thing with the included fittings, and additionally fix 
the built-in to the walls.

CHOOSE YOUR EXTRAS
A shelf accessory of your choice can be purchased to 
improve organisation. Filler GRILLE or Filler X will divide 
the space into smaller sections. The result will be an 
interesting looking piece of furniture and even greater 
functionality.

SET UP THE SHELVING UNITS
The closed shelving unit from the Young Users collection 
is equipped with 8 internal shelves and a mobile drawer.
The platform gives you even more storage space. The 
shelving unit will work well in children’s, youth and living 
rooms.
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By combining black fronts with oak fronts, you will achieve 
a strong effect, which will be perfect for the creative task space.
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The innovative Young Users desk includes mobile containers with drawers and a shelf. Their spacing 
can be varied, allowing the furniture to be placed in one of three positions, depending on current 
needs. Thanks to the castors, the desk can be moved freely. The Transformers desk includes 2 
spacious containers. The left one has 2 deep drawers and the right one has a height-adjustable 
shelf. This arrangement makes it easier to organise items of different sizes.

WHAT DOES
THE DESK HIDE?

An alternative is to extend the containers as far as 
possible and gain access to the recesses in their tops.

The containers can be extended to the sides 
so that they do not overhang the edges of the 
tabletop.

The last possible option is to slide the containers inwards 
and create a workspace for two people on either side of 
the tabletop.

Dedicated metal cover can be fitted on neutral cabinet doors. They can serve not only a decorative function, but also a 
practical one. There are educational game boards, game discs and useful planners to choose from. Each cover is a great 
base for magnets, drawings and organisers.
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METAL COVER
FOR THE FRONT NEON
w53/h52,5 cm

NEW ELEMENTS OF THE COLLECTION

METAL COVER
FOR THE FRONT OF THE DESK 
NEON
w35/h34,5 cm

FILLER OAK SLASH
w48,5/d29/h48,5 cm

EXPOSER
w47,5/d23/h46 cm

FILLER X YELLOW 
NEON
w48,5/d29/h48,5 cm

FILLER X PINK-BLUE
w48,5/d29/h48,5 cm

ORGANISER
w43/d20/h20 cm

ORGANISING PADS 
2 PCS.
w19,5/d10/h9,5 cm

RGB LED LIGHTING 
WITH REMOTE 
CONTROL

NEON LED TWINKLY 
FLEX

LIGHT BULB LED SMART 
SYLVANIA E27 RGBW 
8.5W 806LM

FILLER GRILLE YELLOW 
NEON
w48/d29/h48 cm

FILLER CRATE PINK-BLUE
w48/d29/h48 cm

FILLER SLASH YELLOW 
NEON
w48,5/d29/h48,5 cm

FILLER SLASH PINK-BLUE
w48,5/d29/h48,5 cm

METAL COVER
FOR THE FRONT BLACK 
MATT
w53/h52,5 cm

METAL COVER
FOR THE FRONT OF THE 
DESK BLACK MATT
w35/h34,5 cm

EXAMPLES OF FURNITURE COVERS

DART
w53/h52,5 cm

BASKET-BAL
w53/h52,5 cm

COLOUR COVERS 
w53/h52,5 cm

FOR THE FRONT OF THE 
DESK
w35/h34,5 cm

POLAND OTHERWISE
w53/h52,5 cm

COMIC POOF
w53/h52,5 cm

BOOM
w53/h52,5 cm

HONK
w53/h52,5 cm

TABLE OF MULTIPLICA-
TION
w53/h52,5 cm

ENTRY FORBIDDEN
w53/h52,5 cm

WORLD MAP
w53/h52,5 cm

ZONK
w53/h52,5 cm

FILLER PLUS
w48/d29,5/h48 cm

FILLER „U”
w48/d29/h24,5 cm

COVER ECO
w53/h52,5 cm
w35/h34,5 cm

FILLER GRILLE
w48/d29,5/h48 cm
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Zobacz film

YOUNG USERS 
COLLECTION

CORNER WARDROBE
w104.5/d106/h159 cm

DESK L 140
w140/d65/h75 cm

STORAGE UNIT FOR 
DESK L 140
w35.5/d65/h35 cm

CUBIC CABINET
WITH DRAWERS
w53.5/d53/h53 cm

2-DOOR CABINET
w106/d53/h53 cm

CUBIC CABINET
w53.5/d43/h53 cm

DESK 120
w120/d60/h75 cm

CORNER DESK
w135/d130/h75 cm

TRANSFORMERS 
DESK*
w138-178/d65/h79 cm

CLOSED BOOKCASE
w106/d43/h159 cm

OPEN BOOKCASE
w53/d31.5/h159 cm

1-DOOR WARDROBE
w53/d43/h159 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w106/d53/h159 cm

*available in two colours

alpine white/black

BODY/FRONT

Available colours:

BASE FOR CORNER 
WARDROBE
w104.5/d106/h53.5 cm

SHELF I
w53/d31.5/h159 cm

L-SHAPED SHELF
w106.5/d31.5/h106 cm

SLANTING SHELF
w53/d30/h53.5 cm

DRESSER
w53.5/d43/h106 cm

STRAIGHT SHELF
w106/d20/h4 cm

WIDE DRESSER
w106.5/d43/h106 cm

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl/youngusers

FILLER GRID
w48/d29.5/h48 cm

FILLER PLUS
w48/d29.5/h48 cm

FILLER X
w48/d29.5/h48 cm

HANGER DRIP
w37/d6/h49 cm

HANGER MONKEY 
w9/d2/h23 cm

HANGER HOOK
w3/d3/h16.5 cm

BASE 53X53
w54/d53/h35 cm
DRAWER
w44/d51/h30 cm

TV UNIT
w106/d41.4/h53 cm

TV UNIT
WITH BASE AND 
DRAWER
w107/d53/h106.5 cm

BED
WITH CONTAINER 
120X200
w125.6/d204.5/h69.6 cm

CUBIC SHELF
w53/d31.5/h53 cm

CUBIC SHELF
TWO-COLOURED
w53/d31.5/h53 cm

WALL SHELF
SINGLE
w53/d31./h53 cm

CRAWLING 
MATTRESS WITH 
BOLSTER II
w90/d200/h19 cm
w120/d200/h19 cm

COFFEE TABLE
w97/d93/h30.5 cm

BASE
w107/d95/h35 cm
DRAWER
w97/d93/h30 cm

CORNER BASE
w104.5/d106.5/h35 cm
DRAWER
104.5/d106.5/h30 cm

SOFA BED
WITH LIFTABLE FRAME
w95.5/d207/h70 cm

BED
w95.5/d205.5/h70 cm

DRAWER FOR BED
w93/d200/h23 cm

LOWER BED
WITH BLIND
w87/d200/h20 cm

*available with white or black front

SOFA BED BASE*
w95/d212.5/h35 cm

SOFA BED BLIND
w203/d2/h27 cm

DRAWER FOR SOFA BED 
BASE
w93/d200/h23.5 cm

BASE
w107/d53/h35 cm
DRAWER
w97/d51/h30 cm

two-sided black and white 
drawers
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CREATIVE SYSTEM.
TEENAGERS’ ROOMS

Youth has its own rules and such rules should be followed when arranging a room 
for a teenager. An artistic soul, sport spirit, tenderness and girlishness in every detail - 
no matter what character we are dealing with, the inside of a teenager’s room should 

be its reflection. Sit down together, and go crazy with Creative - create a unique 
space that will help develop teenage hobbies.
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CREATIVE DESK

CONFIGURATION EXAMPLES

DESK CABINET

Desktop: nude. Handle: silver metal T-shaped handle.

Legs: skew silver metal frame.

w136.5/d67.5/h78 cm

Body: nude. Front: nude.

Legs: skew silver metal frame.

Handle: silver metal T-shaped handle.

w45.5/gd47.5/h65.5 cm

Body: saffron. Front: saffron.

Legs: rounded black metal frame.

Handle: black metal wire handle.

w45.5/d47.5/h55.5 cm

Body: white. Front: white.

Legs: slider pads.

Handle: leather handle.

w45.5/d47.5/h47.5 cm

Desktop: saffron. Handle: push-to-open.

Legs: rounded black metal frame.

w136.5/d67.5/h78 cm
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REGAŁ WYSOKI POCZWÓRNY
Korpus: indygo. Fronty: indygo.
Nogi: stelaż skośny drewniany ciemny.
Uchwyt: skórzany.
s182/g37,5/w197 cm

Półki w regale Creative można wyposażyć w oświetlenie za pomocą przeznaczonych do tego 

profili LED. Sam zdecyduj, czy oświetlenie chcesz zamocować przy froncie czy tylnej ścianie regału 

i podkreśl w ten sposób pamiątki, które znajdują się na półce. Oświetlenie można zapalać pilotem, 

który jest dołączony do zestawu.

Konfigurator online pozwoli Ci bawić się designem regału 4x4, dobierając jego wygląd 
i funkcjonalność. Bez problemu stworzysz własny projekt, który świetnie odnajdzie się 
w Twoim wnętrzu.

CREATIVE 
BOOKCASES

TRIPLE TALL 
BOOKCASE

TRIPLE LOW BOOK-
CASE

SINGLE TALL 
BOOKCASE

SINGLE LOW 
BOOKCASE

DOUBLE TALL 
BOOKCASE

DOUBLE LOW 
BOOKCASE
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CONFIGURE 
YOUR BED

BED 180X200
Headboard: black. Planking: dark oak. Legs: curved metal frame

w185/l212.5/h98 cm

BED 160X200
Headboard: white. Planking: white Legs: curved metal

s165/d212,5/w98 cm

BED 120X200
Headboard: black. Planking: nude. Legs: metal.

s125/d212,5/w98 cm

BED 140X200
Headboard: green. Planking: dark oak. Legs: sloping wooden frame 

in black.

s145/d212,5/w98 cm

BED 90X200 
Headboard: light oak. Planking: indygo. Legs: oak

s95/d212,5/w98 cm Zobacz wszystkie sypialnie 
na vox.pl/meble-do-sypialni
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CREATIVE SYSTEM

STWÓRZ WŁASNY

STWÓRZ WŁASNY

STWÓRZ WŁASNY

KOMODA SZEROKA 
s136,5/g47,5/w111 cm

SZAFKA RTV SZEROKA
s182/g47,5/w55,5 cm

ŁÓŻKO
s95/d212,5/w98 cm

KONTENEREK BIURKA
s45,5/g47,5/w55,5 cm

BIURKO
s136,5/g67,5/w78 cm

KOMODA WĄSKA
s45,5/g47,5/w106 cm

KOMODA
s91/g47,5/w106 cm

TOALETKA
s91/g47,5/w78 cm

STOLIK NOCNY
s45,5/g47,5/w43 cm

SZAFKA KOSTKA
s45,5/g37,5/w65,5 cm

REGAŁ NISKI PODWÓJNY
s91/g37,5/w197 cm

SZAFA 3-DRZWIOWA
s136,5/g57,5/w202 cm

See more
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NATURE YOUNG Freedom is part of the nature of growing up. The Nature Young collection will help to 
build a harmonious space for the teenager. Lightweight blocks with oak finish

will like green plants and natural accessories.
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LEARN SMART

The clever desk from the Nature collection is an invaluable support for working, studying and 
developing passions. Thanks to its compact size, you can place it in your bedroom or living room, 
organising a comfortable office corner. The furniture will also work well as the heart of a modern 
home office. The size and form of the desk do not overwhelm the interior, and the work surface 
(130x60 cm) offers plenty of freedom. Part of it is a lockable recess with grommets where you can 
store cables and an electrical strip.

SPACIOUS TABLETOP
You will organise the spacious desk table top according 
to your own needs. It can, for example, permanently host 
a lamp and a organiser with paper accessories. There 
is also space for a laptop and a pile of books. Thanks to 
the rounded edges of the desk, you are able to rest your 
hands comfortably against the edge of the desk, even 
for many hours.

Megi, Filip and Tomek smuggle nature-inspired motifs into modern geometric forms. They 
combine raw industrial accents with vibrant, cheerful colours. Their designs have received 
acclaim from design experts. In 2016, the Nature table won the Must Have quality mark, and 
in 2017 the entire Nature collection was awarded the Design of the Year.

TABANDA

DRAWERS
In addition to the open space, a capacious drawer has 
been placed there. It will store all the little things you 
need for your daily chores. The drawer is double-sided. It 
has two front colours: white and oak. By rotating it, you 
will instantly refresh the look of your desk.
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KOLEKCJA NATURE YOUNG

Kreuj swoją przestrzeń, tak jak chcesz.
Inspiracji i konkretnych rozwiązań 

szukaj na vox.pl
biały / naturalny kolor dębu 

KORPUS/FRONT

Dostępne wybarwienia:

BED WITH OPENWORK HEAD-
BOARD
w95/l213/h95 cm

BED WITH FLAT HEADBOARD
w95/l212/h98 cm

BED
w95/l212/h98 cm

DRESSING TABLE
w120/d50/h76-116.6 cm

DESK
w130/d60/h75 cm 

DRAWER
w62/d44/h8 cm

OPEN BOOKCASE
w101/d40/h207.5 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w101/d58/h207.5 cm

3-DOOR WARDROBE
w149.5/d58/h207.5 cm

GLASS CASE
w50.5/d40/h207.5 cm

NATURE CHAIR
w45/d50/h84 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE
w40/gd40/h45 cm

BENCH WITH DRAWER
w100/gd40/h43 cm

BENCH CUSHION
w50/d40/h17 cm
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See video

Climbing, conquering new territories - this is how the little ones learn and 
discover their surroundings. Older children are ready to create their own 

worlds and want to decide on their appearance themselves. 
Stige is a collection of modular furniture that  enables children 

to build their first room, fully adapted to their needs.

STIGE COLLECTION
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Ordinary ladders can be bridges to fantastic adventures. It was their design that inspired the 
designers of the Stige collection to create unique furniture for young people. In Danish and 
Norwegian, stige means ‚ladder’, as well as ‚to grow’ and ‚to increase’.

ŁUKASZ STAWARSKI, BARTŁOMIEJ PAWLAK

What two capable heads make for more than one great project. Łukasz and Bartłomiej are a 
design duo working at the Pawlak & Stawarski studio since 2014. They differ a lot in the way 
they work, but have one thing in common - they are both eminently talented. They design 
furniture, lamps, ceramics and even medical devices.

WOODEN LADDERS
The wooden ladder, which is a structural element of the 
desk, can perform a number of practical functions
You can hang colourful boxes and denim organisers to 
support good organisation. By selecting the intended 
accessories, it is easy to match the furniture to your 
taste and needs. For more storage space, simply buy 
a mobile container from the Stige collection. The 
capacious drawers will hold all your treasures and the 
wooden handles will make the room not only safe but 
also modern.

Hook-and-loop boxes and other accessories can be 
hung freely on desk and bed ladders, creating
for example a dressing table with a mirror or a handy 
library.

CONFIGURE YOUR BED
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A shelving unit with dividers that provide plenty of open storage space. It can be placed on 
the ground or combined with other furniture from the Stige modular collection to create a 
personalised built-in. You connect the individual modules to each other with ready-made metal 
elements and secure the entire structure to the wall.

CREATE YOUR SHELVING UNIT

The shelving unit is available in a choice of 3 colours: blue, pistachio and pine. The above-mentioned colours match 
each other and complement each other harmoniously, making it easy to combine the various modules in the Stige 
series.

SHELVING UNIT

LOW CHEST OF DRAWERS

SHELF 1-DOOR CABINET
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FLOOR PANELS
QUERRA CLASSIC WR
DĄB TRUST

DOOR LEAF
FINA W04

Zobacz gotowe 
aranżacje

ORNAMENT FORICLOCK ZACO

DESK STIGE 120

SKIRTING BOARD
ESPUMO ESP205

CHAIR U&D

WHITE BASKET 
BINA

GREY BASKET 
BINA

STORAGE UNIT FOR DESK 
STIGE

CUBIC SHELF STIGE

DECORATE THE WHOLE 
INTERIOR WITH VOX
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STIGE COLLECTION
Create your space as you want.

Find inspiration or ready solutions at
vox.pl/stige

white/taupe/light grey/pinewood blue/pistachio/pinewood

DRESSER

Available colours:

CUBIC SHELVES/STORGAE UNITS

Available colours:

CORNER WARDROBE 
w104/d104/h206 cm

3-DOOR WARDROBE
w141/d64/h206 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w94/d60/h206 cm

1-DOOR WARDROBE
w47/d60/hw206 cm

BOOKCASE
w94/d35/h142 cm

TALL DRESSER
2-DOORS
w94/d49/h95 cm

LOW DRESSER
2-DOORS
w94/d49/h47 cm

LOW DRESSER
WITH DRAWERS
w94/d49/h47 cm

1-DOOR CABINET
w47/d49/h94 cm

DRESSER WITH 
DRAWER
AND MOBILE STORAGE 
UNIT
w94/d49/h47 cm

STORAGE UNIT 
FOR DESK
w39/d45.5/h58 cm

L/R

L/R

L/RL/R

L/R

L/R

L/R possible left or right option .

DESK 120
w118/d65/h79-93,5 cm

DESK 140
w137/d69/h190 cm

WALL SHELF
w47/d35/h94 cm

LADDER
FOR BED AND SOFA BED
w69/d97,5/h190 cm

HANGERS NEST 
w3/d5/h7 cm

CORK BOARD
w48/d3 cm

ROUND MIRROR
w48/d3 cm

DART BOARD
w48/d3 cm

CUBIC SHELF
s31,5/d24/h32,5 cm

HANGING ORGANIZER
w16/d3/h35 cm

BACKREST MATT STIGE
w100/d4/h55 cm

SMALL ORGANIZER
s30/d1,5/h51 cm

LARGE ORGANIZER
s55/d1,5/h119 cm

STORAGE CUBE
s31,5/d24/h32,5 cm

DRAWER
w197/d85,5/h19,5 cm

SOFA BED
w206/d95,5/h77 cm

BED
w206/d95,5/h44 cm

SOFA BED 
WITH TWO LADDERS
w206/d95,5/h190 cm

SOFA BED 
WITH ONE LADDE
w206/d95,5/h190 cm
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SIMPLE COLLECTION The youth version of Simple will look great with notebooks, 
a ball and a guitar. The intuitive configuration tool will help you 

create a colour palette suitable for your child’s space but at 
the same time coherent with the aesthetics of other rooms.
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SIMPLE YOUNG COLLECTION

NARROW CHEST OF DRAWERS
s62,5/g47/w112,5 cm

DESK 140
s140/g67/w68,5 cm

DESK 110
s110/g57/w78 cm

white / grey / black / oak

CORPUS / FRONTS

Colour options available:

BEDSIDE TABLE WITH DOORS
s45/g40/w30 cm

TABLE WITH DRAWERS AND 
FUNCTION RAIL
s45/g40/w30 cm

1-DOOR WARDOBE
s46,5/g57/w185,5 cm

NARROW SINGLE SHELVING 
UNIT
s39/g38/w185,5 cm

NARROW DOUBLE SHELVING 
UNIT
s75,5/g38/w185,5 cm

CORNER WARDROBE L/R

L/R

CHEST OF DRAWERS
s90/g47/w90,5 cm

BED 90X200
s95,5/d208/w90 cm

SOFA 90X200
s95,5/d206/w68,5 cm

L/R left or right-hand installation possible.

Create your space as you wish. 
For inspiration and practical solutions

look for on vox.pl

The toy box of the Simple collection has been 
designed to be a decor element in the living 
room to match the rest of the furniture. 
You can place it e.g. next to the TV cabinet 
and store your child’s toys or other objects
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See video

NEST COLLECTION Childhood is a time when the imagination is unlimited. To keep it this way 
into adulthood, it’s good to nurture it from the earliest years. Nest is a safe 

microworld that allows the youngest for creative play and learning. For 
teenagers, it makes it easier to explore their creativity and express their 
emotions. All that just to let your child bravely create their dream world.
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BE SMART -
USE THE MULTI-BED
The centre of your own kingdom is a multifunctional 
bunk bed. It allows you to select the furniture you need in 
your child’s room, such as a desk, a bookcase, a hanging 
wardrobe, toy bins and a play mattress. And all within 
the same bed, which can be expanded and given more 
functions.

SMART SOLUTIONS
The container can become the perfect table for your guests. It will also 
store a modular mattress which, when unzipped, can be used for both 
wild play and rest.

SUPPLEMENTS
The multi bed can be complemented with a side shelving unit and 
a lamp that is mounted on top of the furniture. Thanks to a swivel 
element with an LED bar, the light can be directed towards the wall for 
pleasant illumination across the room, or towards the bed.
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Nest provides the opportunity for continuous aesthetic and 
functional change. The child can choose the function he or she 

needs at the moment and expand their kingdom as desired - for 
example, by selecting containers for toys or a desk on wheels that 

can be easily slide under the bed.
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DRAWER FOR WARDROBE
w84/g59.5/h25.5 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w95/d62/h202 cm

WALL SHELF
w57/d18/h71 cm

HANGING SHELF
w70/d19.5/h22 cm

DRAWER FOT TV UNIT 
w57/d39.5/h25.5 cm

TALL DRESSER
2-DOOR
w95/d42/h147 cm

DRAWER BOX FOR 
BOOKCASE AND TV UNIT
w25/d26/h19 cm

TV UNIT
w125/d42/h52.5 cm

NARROW BOOKCASE
w83/d28/h202 cm

DRESSER
WITH DRAWERS
w95/d44/h89.5 cm

ORGANIZER FOR BED/ SOFA 
BED DRAWER
w68/gd15/h42 cm

BED 90X200
w95.5/d206/h76 cm

LOWER BEDFOR BED 90X200/ 
SOFA BED
w85/d195/h19 cm

BACKREST CUSHION
w90/d30/h20 cm

SOFA BED
w95/d206/h76 cm

LAMP FOR BED/ SOFA 
BED
w102.5/d97/h85 cm

DRAWER FOR BED/ SOFA 
BED
w200/d89/h18,5 cm

DESK 140
w140/d67/h74 cm LAMP FOR DESK 140 

w72/d65.5/h50 cm

NEST COLLECTION

graphite/white larch

BODY/FRONT

Available colours:

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl

See video

MULTI BED
w40.5/d205/h173.5 cm

LAMP FOR MULTI BED
w102.5/d96.5/h66 cm

STORAGE UNIT WITH 
CONTAINER
FOR MULTI BED
w52/d92.5/h45 cm

FOLDING MODULAR 
MATTRESS
w4x90/d52/h11 cm

STORAGE UNIT WITH 
BAR
FOR MULTI BED
w52/d92.5/h90 cm

STORAGE UNIT WITH 
SHELVES
FOR MULTI BED
w52/d92.5/h92.5 cm

DESK
w52/d94.5/h89.5 cm

CARGO WARDROBE
w66.5/d95/wh202 cm

BOOKCASE FOR MULTI 
BED
w28/d95/h202 cm

BOX FOR MULTI BED
w28.5/d41.5/h19 cm

DRAWER FOR MULTI 
BED
w44.5/d41.5/h28.5 cm

BLIND 
FOR MULTI BED
w52/d0.5/h99 cm

L/R L/R L/R L/R

L/R possible left or right option 

DRAWER FOR DRESSER
w84/d39.5/h25.5 cm
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CONCEPT COLLECTION Need an idea for a teenager’s room? The Concept collection can cleverly fit 
all the teenage matters. And when your child wants a change, it will be easy to 

replace the coloured fronts and create a brand new room
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CONFIGURE 
YOUR ROOM
A powerful touch changes everything. Blue, red, saffron, black, pink and oak décor - choose your 
front colour and give your interior any character you want. A special feature of the collection are 
the silicone sleeves in the openings, which act as handles - always matching the colour of the front.
Natural oak feet lend lightness to the capacious, geometric solids. The height of the feet makes 
cleaning easier.
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CONCEPT COLLECTION

white/grey/graphite

BODY

Available colours:

FRONT

Available colours:

3-DOOR 
WARDROBE
w 153/d55/h201.5 cm

CABINET
w53.5/d45/h71.5 cm

CHEST OF DRAWERS
w53.5/d45/h96.5 cm

LOW 
DRESSER
w103.5/d45/h71.5 cm

DESK
w128/d60/h76 cm

STORAGE UNIT
w43.5/d43.,5/h56 cm

TV UNIT
w103.5/d45/h46.,5 cm

BED 120X200
w125/d204.5/h93 cm

DRAWER FOR BED
w180.5/d59/h17.5 cm

2-DOOR 
WARDROBE
w103,5/d55/h201.5 cm

FRONTS
w49.5/d2/h49.5 cm

WALL SHELF
w99.5/gd25/wh28.5 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE
w53.5/d45/h46.5 cm

DRESSER
w103.5/d45/h96,5 cm

NARROW BOOKCASE
w53.5/d45/wh201.5 cm

WIDE 
BOOKCASE
w105/d45/h201.5 cm

BED 90X200
w95/d204.5/h93 cm

DRAWER FOR BED
w180.5/d94/h17.5 cm

HANGING HEADBOARD
w84/d4-6 /h30 cm
w114/d4-6/h30 cm 

SOFA BED WITH FRAME
w95,5/d206/h87 cm
DRAWER FOR SOFA BED
w86/d197/h20.5 cm

saffron/blue/red/oak/

black/pink

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready 

solutions at vox.pl
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SPOT YOUNG COLLECTION Spot Collection is an invitation to the world of childhood play. Inspired 
by the hours spent at the playground, on swings, building bases and 

playing hide and seek - it brings in energy and dynamics captured in 
the levitating slender shapes and swinging organizers.
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BUNK BED SPOT
Can a bed be a sleeping area, a shelving unit and a wardrobe at the same 
time? Of course! Check out how many functions the Spot bunk bed offers - 
storage for seasonal clothes, two riding hangers and two shelves.
The bed has won one of the most important iF DESIGN AWARD 2015 design 
awards in the Home Furniture category.

BALDACHIN
If you drape a light fabric over the baldachin and add 
small lamps, you create a magical aura in the room.

PULL-OUT HANGERS
Two pull-out clothes hangers can be placed anywhere in 
the room - a mobile wardrobe.

DRAWERS
The bed has a space with 4 deep pull-out drawers on 
high-quality glides.

LIGHTING
Due to the limited access to natural light, we illuminate 
the deep shelves and the recess for the pull-out hanger 
with economical and discreet LED sources.

As an additional option, you can also buy a movable bed 
table. It means you don’t have to go down to get your 
book, laptop or other items, which you can easily store in 
the table.
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BED SPOT YOUNG 
WITH TIPI TROLLEY

Tipi trolley for 1-seater bed or sofa from the 
Spot Young collection. The wooden frame on 
wheels can become a „base” for playing or
a place to hang lights and decorations.

Planning the décor of your child’s room 
can help VOXBOX programme

TIPI TROLLEY
The Tipi trolley allows you to arrange your child’s or 
teenager’s room in an original way. It can enhance the 
look of a bed or sofa from the Spot Young collection, 
also in the crawl mattress variant. The trolley can be 
moved comfortably thanks to small, quiet running 
wheels that are safe for the floor.

TENT 
The furniture will help to create a home theatre,
and in combination with the fabric will turn into a 
charming baldachin. A dedicated tent can be bought 
for the Tipi trolley, making it easy to arrange a cosy play 
area.

UTENSILS
You can also hang utensils on the trolley to have the items 
you need always within easy reach.
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DOUBLE-SIDED DESK 
WITH LIGHTING

RAILING WITH LED
A milky LED profile has been placed in the railing to 
successfully replace a traditional desk lamp,
and after dark it will prove useful as a source of indirect, 
cosy background lighting.

RECESS
In the middle of the tabletop there are 3 lockable 
recesses for office supplies, books or chargers. 
Electronic equipment can be conveniently plugged in 
thanks to a special cable hole.

The double-sided desk will work equally well for siblings or four friends who just happen to fancy a 
game of Chinese. No longer do you have to position your desk against a wall or in a corner. You are
designer of your room and decide which space is best for playing, studying and working.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
The tabletop is height-adjustable, allowing the desk 
to fit the height of the children. There are 4 recesses 
under the worktop. They can be used as open shelves 
for notebooks and school supplies or fitted with drawers 
from the same collection to store smaller items.
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SPOT YOUNG COLLECTION

LED LIGHTING
FOR BUNK BED SHELVES

TABLE FOR BUNK BED
w99/d30/h19.5 cm

CANOPY FRAME
w161/d95/wh62 cm

BUNK BED
w105/d205/h184 cm

BUNK BED
WITH CANOPY
w105/d205/h246 cm

FRONT

Available colours:

acacia

BODY/FRONT

Available colours:

white

MOVABLE HANGER FOR 
BUNK BED
w51/d90/h137 cm

3-DOOR WARDOBE
w128/d60/h210 cm

2-DOOR WARDOBE
w88/d60/h210 cm

CHEST OF 4 DRAWERS
w88/d60/h150 cm

BOOKCASE
w88/d57/h210 cm

CORNER WARDOBE
w105/d100/h210 cm

Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl

TABLE WITH LIFTABLE 
TOP
w67/d51/h57 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE/ TABLE 
WITH DRAWER
w57.5/d47/h48 cm

SEAT CUSHION FOR 
TABLE
w51/d46/w4 cm

BED
WITH LOWER BED AND BLIND
w95/d204/h42 cm

BED
WITH DRAWER AND TROLLEY
w100/d213/h167 cm

CUBIC WALL SHELF
w35/d30/h35 cm

WALL SHELF WITH PEGS
w35/d12/h35 cm

BED 120X200 WITH FLAT 
HEADBOARD
w125/d213/h106.5 cm

TENT
FOR TIPI TROLLEY
w100/d213/h167 cm

TIPI TROLLEY FOR 
BED
w100/d213/h167 cm

SOFA BED
w96/d204.5/h65 cm

DESK
w128.5/d68/h81.5 cm

STORAGE UNIT
w40/d33/h60 cm

TWO-SIDED DESK
w148/d75/h150 cm

RAWERS FOR DESK 
w148/d75/h150 cm

BED WITH DRAWER
w95/d204/h42 cm

DRESSING TABLE
w88/d60/h150 cm

MIRROR FOR DRESSING TABLE
w64/d10/h40 cm

TWO-SIDED DESK 
WITH LED LIGHTING
w148/d75/h150 cm
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Let your child be the architect of their own world. Where is the safest 
place to experiment but home? Furniture from the 4 You collection 

encourages first experiments with space and making one’s own 
decisions concerning interior design. 

4 YOU YOUNG COLLECTION
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YOUTH BED 
WITH BALDACHIN
Furnish your bedroom with the single bed with baldachin from the 4 You collection to ensure a 
comfortable night’s sleep while adding an original touch to your interior. With the right accessories, 
you can customise the piece of furniture and ensure that it blends in best with your bedroom 
décor.

FRAME
The baldachin frame allows you to hang a 
curtain over the bed to create an intimate 
atmosphere and shield it from the sun’s rays
in the morning. The design is capable of 
supporting a 5kg load, so will work well
even with slightly thicker, blackout fabrics.

BED BASE
The bed base can be installed at one of two 
heights. You can place it just above the floor 
to coordinate with other furniture that stands 
directly on the floor. By choosing mounting 
holes positioned higher, you will gain additional 
storage space under the mattress.

DRAWER
You can use the free space under the furniture 
in several ways. It may be a good idea to buy 
a drawer on wheels or a lower bed, which will 
come in handy if you want to put an extra 
person in overnight.
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DESK 4 YOU
The functional desk from the 4 You collection has been designed to adapt to individual room 
conditions and household preferences. It is an intelligent storage system that allows not only 
perfect organisation, but also comfortable use of the workspace.

DRAWERS
Underneath the top is a wide, ergonomic drawer 
providing additional space for organisation.

DESK ORGANISER
The clever combination of tabletop and desk organiser 
allows you to both stay organised and work comfortably 
on your project - everything you need is within easy 
reach. On the left side of the desk there is a filing box 
with two compartments, covered by a lid
oak-coloured. With its compartments, it can act as a 
desk organiser for small office accessories. Don’t need a 
desk organiser? Turn it upside down, so you extend the 
surface area of the tabletop.
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CORNER 
WARDROBE 
w105/d103.5/h206 cm

CHEST OF DRAWERS
w75/d42/h126.5 cm

BEDSIDE TABLE
w40,5/d42/h55.5 cm

DESK 140
w142/d63.5/h78.5 cm

TV UNIT
w187/d42/h35 cm

2-DOOR 
WARDROBE II
w100/d57/h206 cm

1-DOOR 
WARDROBE II
w57.5/d42/h206 cm

SIDE BOOKCASE 
FOR 1-DOOR 
WARDROBE 
w42/d22/h206 cm

LARGE BOX
w31.5/d41/h31.5 
cm

SMALL BOX
w31.5/d41/h16 cm

VERTICAL SHELF
w65/d25/h54 cm

WIDE BOOKCASE
w92/d40.5/h206 cm

TOP UNIT FOR TV UNIT
w131.5/d40.5/h54 cm

HORIZONTAL SHELF
w80.5/d27/h44 cm

SINGLE BED
w128/d208/h106 cm

BED 90X200
WITH CANOPY
w97.5/d208/h207,5 cm

SOFA BED
w97.5/d207/h81.5 cm

DRAWER
w197/d67wh17.5 cm

SINGLE BED 
(90X200) WITHOUT 
CANOPY
w95.5/d204/h75 cm

GRIP BOX FOR BED
w51/g15/h31.5 cm

DRAWER FOR BED
w198/d65/h29 cm

4 YOU YOUNG COLLECTION

white/ash-grey* oak/grey/white/light grey/black/graphite/blue

BODY/FRONT

Available colours:

BOXES

Available colours: Create your space as you want.
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

vox.pl

*ash-grey coloured furniture available on end of stock run
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FURNITURE
FOR KIDS

We believe that space affects us in 
a very direct way. A beautiful and 
creative environment develops 
and sensitises. That is why we want 
to create the best environment 
for children to grow up freely and 
become free, valuable human beings.
Our furniture and accessories are 
designed to welcome the little 
person into your home safely and 
comfortably.
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VINTAGE
COLLECTION

LOUNGE
COLLECTION

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w100/d55/h186.5 cm

BABY CHANGING TABLE
w59/d78/h10.5 cm

CHEST OF DRAWERS
w100/d55/h86.5 cm

BABY BEDCRIB 70X140
w75/d144.5/h97 cm

CRIB 60X120
w65/d124.5/h97 cm

CHEST 
OF 3 DRAWERS
w50.5/d40.5/h128 cm

BABY CHANGING TABLE
w59/d81/h10 cm

DRESSER
w100/d58.5/h90 cm

BABY BEDCRIB 70X140
w75/d144.5/h102.5 cm

CRIB 60X120
w65/d124.5/h102.5 cm
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ALTITUDE
COLLECTION

CONCEPT
COLLECTION

CRIB 60X120
w65/d124.5/h97 cm

SOFA SEAT CRIB 70X140
w75/d144.5/h97 cm

BABY BED

DRESSER
w103.5/d55/h96.5 cm

BABY CHANGING 
TABLE
w59/d77/h10 cm

2-DOOR 
WARDROBE
w103.,5/d55/h201.5 cm

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w90/d53/h184 cm

BABY CHANGING TABLE
w59/d77/h10.5 cm

DRESSER
w90/d53/h84.5 cm

BABY BEDCRIB 70X140
w75/d145/h98.5 cm

CRIB 60X120
w65/d124.5/h98.5 cm
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SIMPLE
COLLECTION

4 YOU
COLLECTION

BABY CHANGING 
TABLE
w82/d77.5/h28 cm

DRESSER
w85/d44/h97 cm

CRIB 60X120
w65/d124.5/h105.5 cm

SOFA SEAT

CRIB 70X140
w75/d144.5/h99.5 cm

DESKBABY BED
CRIB 70X140
w74.5/d140/h80.5 cm 

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w92.5/d55/h185 cm
od 999 zł

BABY CHANGING 
TABLE
w90/d77.5/h30 cm 

DRESSER
w90/d45/h90 cm
od 949 zł

BABY BEDTOY BOX
w90/d47/h46.5 cm
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SPOT 
COLLECTION

MAXIM
COLLECTION

DRESSER WITH BABY CHANGING 
TABLE
w88.5/d75,5/h89.,5 cm

WARDROBE
w88.5/d55/h179.5 cm

CRIB 70X140
w75/d144.5/w86 cm

BABY BED

2-DOOR WARDROBE
w100/d60/h202.5 cm

DRESSER WITH BABY 
CHANGING TABLE
w98/d64/h185 cm

DRESSER DESK

CRIB 70X140
w75/d152/h97.5 cm

CRIB 60X120
w65/d132/h97.5 cm

SOFA SEATBABY BED
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TULI 
COLLECTION

MATCH
COLLECTION

BOOKCASE
w90/d42/h86.5 
cm

TABLE 
WHITE-PINK
w59.5/d50/h49 cm

TABLE 
YELLOW-
GREEN
w59.5/d50/h49 cm

STOOL BLU
E-GREEN
w46/d25/h30.5 cm

STOOL 
WHITE-BLUE
w46/d25/h30.5 cm

TABLE 
WHITE-BLUE
w59.5/d50/h49 cm

STOOL
GREEN-
YELLOW
w46/d25/h30.5 
cm

STOOL
YELLOW-PINK
w46/d25/h30.5 cm

GREY STOOL
w34.5/d34.5/h30 cm

GREY TABLE
w52.5/d52.5/h48 cm

OAK TABLE
w52.5/d52.5/h48 cm

WHITE TABLE
w52.5/d52.5/h48 cm

OAK STOOL
w34.5/d34.5/h30 cm

WHITE STOOL
w34.5/d34.5/h30 cm
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KOLEKCJA
MILK

KOMODA Z PRZEWIJAKIEM
s90/g77/w96,5 cm

ŁÓŻECZKO 70X140
s75/d154/w88 cm

TAPCZANIK
s75/d154/w60 cm

SZAFA 2-DRZWIOWA
s90/g50/w180 cm
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MEBLE 
TAPICEROWANE

Rozsiąść się, wtulić, położyć, 
odpocząć… Marzenie, które spełnia 
się w domu. Kanapy, fotele, pufy, 
szezlongi to ulubione meble 
wszystkich domowników. Zapewniają 
wygodę i wprowadzają do wnętrza 
przytulną atmosferę. W VOX 
przywiązujemy szczególną wagę 
do ich jakości, wykonania, wyglądu 
i użyteczności. Nasi projektanci 
stworzyli zarówno piękne i klasyczne 
rozwiązania, jak i modułowe zestawy, 
które można dostosowywać do rytmu 
życia rodziny.

W salonach VOX zobaczysz gotowe
propozycje mebli tapicerowanych,
wraz z biblioteką materiałów 
pomocną w realizowaniu własnych
aranżacyjnych pomysłów.
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MEBLE MODUŁOWE

SEAT WITH ARMREST CONFFI
L/R
w88/d98/h85 cm

SEAT WITH BACKREST CONFFI
w75/d98/h85 cm

POUFFE CONFFI
w75/d77/h44,5 cm

CORNER MODULE CONFFI
L/R
w96/d98/h85 cm

WIDE ARMREST CONFFI
w90/d16/h53 cm

METAL BASKET WITH WOODEN TOP 
CONFFI
w76/d17/h27 cm

STRAIGHT SIDE CUSHIONS CONFFI
w53/d14/h33 cm

STRAIGHT BACKREST CUSHION CONFFI
w75/d20/h45 cm

WOODEN SHELF CONFFI
w76/d18/h50 cm

NARROW ARMREST CONFFI
w90/d13/wh51 cm

BACKREST CUSHION WITH STITCHES 
CONFFI
w75/d20/h43 cm

SIDE CUSHIONS WITH STITCHES CONFFI
w47/d18/h24 cm

L/R left or right-hand installation possible.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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CORNER MODULE MODUS
w83/d83/h81 cm

SINGLE MODULE PELO
w83/d83/h81 cm

POUFFE PELO
w83/d83/h40 cm

2-SEATER SOFA WITH WIDE ARMREST 
CONFFI
w182/d98/h85 cm

2-SEATER SOFA WITH NARROW 
ARMREST WITH POUFFE CONFFI
w176/d98/h85 cm

3-SEATER SOFA WITH WIDE ARMREST 
CONFFI
w257/d98/h85 cm

LARGE CORNER SOFA WITH WIDE 
ARMREST CONFFI
w342/d189/h85 cm

ARMCHAIR WITH NARROW 
ARMREST CONFFI
w101/d98/h85 cm

ARMCHAIR WITH WIDE 
ARMREST CONFFI
w107/d98/h85 cm

CORNER SOFA WITH NARROW ARMREST 
AND WOODEN SHELF CONFFI
w268/d186/h85 cm

CORNER SOFA WITH WIDE ARMREST WITH METAL 
BASKET CONFFI
w266/d264/h85 cm

L/R left or right-hand installation possible.

CORNER MODULE MODUS
w90/d90/h75 cm 

POUFFE MODUS
w99/g60/h36 cm 

SOFA MODULE 1.5 SEATER MODUS
w100/d93/h75 cm 

SINGLE MODULE CHILL
w98/d108/h69 cm

2-SEATER SOFA WITH PARTIAL BACKREST 
CHILL
L/R
w130/d108/h69 cm

SINGLE MODULE WITH SIDE CHILL
L/R
w130/d108/h69 cm

Technical note: due to the use of soft foams, shape and size differences may occur between the catalogue and website images and the actual product (maximum devia-
tion: up to approx. 5%).

CORNER MODUS
w295/d188/h75 cm 

SINGLE MODULE WITH BACKREST MODUS
w98/d93/h75 cm 

CHAISE LONGUE MODUS
w105/d153/h75 cm 

POUFFE CHILL
w98/d98/h42 cm

CORNER MODULE CHILL
w108/d108/h69 cm

OTTOMAN WITH SIDE CHILL
L/R
w130/d168/h69 cm

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW NEW

NEW

NEW NEW
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FURNITURE
WITH A SLEEPING

3-SEATER SOFA TODOS 
ARMREST ROUNDED
w228/d97/h88-90 cm
Sleeping dimension: 138x200 cm

3-SEATER SOFA TODOS
ARMREST WITH STITCHES
w228/d97/h88-90 cm Sleeping dimen-
sions: 138x200 cm

CORNER SOFA TODOS
STRAIGHT ARMREST
w233/d143/h86-88 cm Sleeping 
dimensions: 138x200 cm

LARGE CORNER SOFA TODOS 
ARMREST ROUNDED
w236/d210/h88-90 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 138x200 cm

LARGE CORNER SOFA TODOS
ARMREST WITH STITCHES
w236/d210/h88-90 cm Sleeping 
dimensions: 138x200 cm

ARMCHAIR TODOS 
STRAIGHT ARMREST
w97/d92/h86-88 cm

3-SEATER SOFA TODOS
ARMREST ROUNDED WITH 
KEDRA
w228/d97/h90-92 cm Sleeping 
dimension: 138x200 cm

CORNER SOFA TODOS
ROUNDED ARMREST
w229/d143/h88-90 cm Sleeping 
dimensions: 138x200 cm

CORNER SOFA TODOS
ARMREST WITH STITCHES
w229/d143/h88-90 cm Sleeping 
dimensions: 138x200 cm

LARGE CORNER SOFA TODOS
ARMREST ROUNDED WITH 
KEDRA
w236/d210/h90-92 cm Sleeping 
dimensions: 138x200 cm

ARMCHAIR TODOS
ARMREST
w93/d92/h88-90 cm

ARMCHAIR TODOS 
ARMREST WITH 
STITCHES
w93/d92/h88-90cm

3-SEATER SOFA TODOS 
STRAIGHT ARMREST
w232/d97/h86-88 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 138x200 cm

CORNER SOFA TODOS
ARMREST ROUNDED WITH 
KEDRA
w229/d143/h90-92 cm Sleeping 
dimensions: 138x200 cm

LARGE CORNER SOFA TODOS 
STRAIGHT ARMREST
w238/d212/h86-88
Sleeping dimensions: 138x200 cm

ARMCHAIR TODOS
ARMREST ROUNDED 
WITH KEDRA
w93/d92/h90-92 cm

POUFFE TODOS
w65/d50/h45-47 cm

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW
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SOFA SLIDE III
w240/d120/h89 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 113x200 cm

CORNER SOFA ESTAR
w212/d155/h81 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 145x198 cm

3-SEATER SOFA ESTAR
w209/d103/h81 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 145x198 cm

LARGE CORNER SOFA COTTA
w245/d200/h92 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 142x197 cm

LARGE CORNER SOFA STELLO
w351/d180/h81 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 150x300 cm

CORNER SOFA TELLO
w270,5/d180/h81 cm Sleeping dimension 150x215 
cm

CORNER SOFA WITH DECORATIVE STRIP STELLO
w270,5/d180/h81 cm Sleeping dimension 150x215 cm

LARGE CORNER SOFA WITH DECORATIVE 
STRIP STELLO
w351/d180/h81 cm
Sleeping dimension: 150x300 cm

3-SEATER SOFA STELLO
w248/d107/h81 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 150x200 cm

3-SEATER SOFA WITH DECORATIVE STRIP 
STELLO
w248/d107/h81 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 150x200 cm

CORNER SOFA COTTA
w229/d156/h92 cm
Sleeping dimension: 130x197 cm

3-SEATER SOFA COTTA
w229/d102/h92 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 142x197 cm

CORNER SOFA NOEL
w234/d152/h90 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 140x198 cm

CORNER SOFA MILTON
w262/d189/h87 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 130x208 cm

CORNER SOFA MILTON II
w275/d169/h87 cm
Sleeping dimension: 130x208 cm

3.5-SEATER SOFA MILTON
w244/d90/h87 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 130x200 cm

3-SEATER SOFA NOEL
w227/d85/h90 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 153x184 cm

2.5-SEATER SOFA MILTON
w194/d90/h87 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 145x190 cm

CORNER SOFA JASPER
w214/d153/h85 cm
Sleeping dimensions: 153x214 cm

CHAISE LONGUE WITH SLEEPING 
FUNCTION JASPER
w114/d153/h85 cm
Sleeping dimension: 102x203 cm

SOFA WITH SLEEPING FUNCTION JASPER
w214/d102/h85 cm
Sleeping dimension: 147x203 cm

LARGE CORNER SOFA JASPER
w314/d153/h85 cm
Sleeping dimension: 314x153 cm

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW
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CONFIGURE THE PERFECT BED FOR YOU

Use the configurator to create a bed in three easy steps that will make your bedroom your 
favourite room in your home. The beds are available in 3 sizes.

CHOOSE FEET

Use the intuitive configurator to choose from 5 versions of wooden feet to match the bed.

slanted blackslanted natural oakslanted light oak straight foot black cylindrical foot light 
oak

SELECT THE FABRIC

Choose from over 200 fabrics.

CHOOSE A HEADREST

BED PURIC
120/140/160X200
w127/147/167/l211/h119 cm

BED HARMONIC 
120/140/160X200
w127/147/167/l211/h119 cm

BED GEOMETRIC 
120/140/160X200
w127/147/167/l211/h119 cm

UPHOLSTERED
BEDS
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LOUNGE FURNITURE

3-SEATER SOFA SOPHIE
w230/d91/h80 cm

CORNER SOFA DUVET
w253/d163/h85 cm

5-SEATER SOFA SOPHIE
w270/d91/h80 cm

2-SEATER SOFA SOPHIE
w170/d91/h80 cm

2,5-SEATER SOFA SOPHIE 
w210/d91/h80 cm

2-SEATER SOFA DUVET
w175/d92/h85 cm

2,5-SEATER SOFA DUVET
w190/d92/h85 cm

3-SEATER SOFA DUVET
w210/d92/h85 cm

CORNER SOFA REPOS
w269/d90-154/h83 cm

3-SEATER SOFA ROCE
w180/d80/h82 cm

2-SEATER SOFA ROCE
w130/d80/h82 cm

2-SEATER SOFA ONDO
w146/d85/h95 cm

2-SEATER SOFA ALMA
w152/d69/h76 cm
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FOTELE I PUFY

POUFFE ESTAR
w9/d79/h41 cm

ARMCHAIR ESTAR
w90/d93/h81 cm

ARMCHAIR COTTA
w90/d82/h92 cm

LARGE POUFFE SLIDE
w100/d45/h46 cm

SMALL POUFFE SLIDE    
w46/d45/h46 cm

POUFFE COTTA
w66/d56/h45 cm

FOOTSTOOL STAN
w85/d40/h41 cm

ARMCHAIR STAN
w85/d100/h82 cm

ARMCHAIR NOEL
w95/d85/h90 cm

POUFFE NOEL
w52/d52/h45 cm

ARMCHAIR MILTON
w100/d90/h87 cm

POUFFE MILTON 
w95/d75/h45 cm

ARMCHAIR DUVET
w80/d92/h85 cm

ARMCHAIR SOPHIE
w110/d91/h80 cm

NEW NEW
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ARMCHAIR ONDO
w65/d70/h96 cm

POUFFE ONDO
w55/d40/h42 cm

PUF SOPHIE
w65/d65/h46 cm

ARMCHAIR ALMA
w87/d69/h76 cm

ARMCHAIR ZOUK
w79/d66/h82 cm

ARMCHAIR BANCO
w67/d74/h82 cm

FOOTSTOOL BANCO
w67/d50/h47 cm

ARMCHAIR VOLT
w68/d90/h118 cm

ARMCHAIR VOLT 
w68/d90/h118 cm

ARMCHAIR LOFT
w77/d90/h106 cm

POUFFE LOFT
w60/d46/h44 cm

ARMCHAIR MILVA
w66/d82/h71 cm

ARMCHAIR GRANT
w71/d84/h88 cm

FOOTSTOOL GRANT
w64/d44/h44 cm
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BALCONY,
TERRACE AND GARDEN

Zobacz więcej

TABLE HANDY
w39/d39/h62,5 cm

COFFEE TABLE MUNDI LOW WITH 
STRAIGHT FRAME
s55/w39 cm

COFFEE TABLE MUNDI TALL WITH BENT 
FRAME
w80/h44,5 cm

ARMCHAIR LOOZ
w100/d110/h74 cm

POUFFE MEDIUM TABLE LOOZ
w60/d60/h40 cm

ARMCHAIR LOOZ
w70/d100/h70 cm

POUFFE TABLE LOOZ
w70/h70/h47 cm

POUFFE SMALL TABLE LOOZ
w50/d50/h55 cm

Tables, armchairs, pouffes - we have designed them with sensitivity 
and care so that they will survive all weather surprises unscathed and 
accompany you for years to come. Their unique forms and the excellent 
quality of their materials mean that they will also find a place in your 
interiors in winter.
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The prices presented in this catalogue are suggested prices. The manufacturer reserves the right to change colours, dimensions, 
functions and prices of the presented products. The basis for the conclusion of the sales contract is a transaction carried out directly 

in the salon or via the online store. This catalogue is published for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer within 
the meaning of Art. 66 § 1 of the Civil Code. The catalogue presents sample patterns from the offer. Information about the full offer is 

available in stationary stores or on the website at: www.vox.pl. Some articles presented in the arrangement photos are for decoration only 
and are not for sale. Copyright by Meble VOX SA. Copying and distribution of any material contained in the catalogue without the written 
consent of the publisher is prohibited. The colours in the catalogue may differ from reality. All data contained in the catalogue is valid in 

the month when the catalog is submitted for printing - December 2023.

YOU CAN SEE YOUR DESIGN IN VR TECHNOLOGY IN OUR SHOWROOM STORES

LOOKING FOR 
INSPIRATION?

Use our range of ready-made 

designs. All you have to do is alter the 

dimensions of the default designs to 

match your interior.

In 2020, VOXBOX won the ‚Dobry 

Wzór’ award. The jury pointed out 

the practicality and usefulness of 

the app that helps design dream 

interiors directly in an Internet 

browser. Also, its interface, friendly 

even to an unexperienced user, has 

been appreciated by the jury.

www.vox.pl/uk/projects-voxbox

DESIGN YOUR INTERIOR
IN VOXBOX

Go to vox.pl and try out the VOXBOX application. Our intuitive interior design program is available 
online and requires no additional software installation. In a few moments you will create realistic 
visualisations of your rooms and test various solutions that will allow you to design your dream 
space. You can prepare the project yourself at home or use the help of an advisor in our showroom.
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